
3 Cyclopean Vision 

• Christopher W. Tyler

One World .Through Two Eyes 

One of the most.fundamental questions one can ask about 
the visual system is: why do animals have tWo eyes? Bin
ocularity is a ubiquitous feature of the anatomy of all phyla 
in the animal kingdom, from invertebrate crustacea to 
humans, from snails with simple eyes on stalks - through 
the compound eyes of insects- to the frontal eyes of higher 
primates: There does not appear to be a single reason for 
the presence of two eyes that applies to all species; yet all 
binocular species are faced with the problem of integrating 
the information from two separate eyes into a unified 
image of the .world. The concept of this unified image is 
·named after the one, mythical, creature that did have· a·
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Fig. 3.1 Objects at different distances (e.g. head and tail of 
arrow) give rise to horizontal disparities, defined in terms of the 
projection distances on the two retinae. Such disparities produce 
-stereoscopic depth impressions
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single eye-the cyclops - a race of one-eyed giants encoun
tered by Odysseus in his travels. The term cyclopean 
vision (J ulesz, 1960) thus refei:s to the unified visual sense 
of the world obtained from integration of the information 
reaching the two eyes. 

One straightforward solution to the cyclopean iRtegra
tion problem is for the two eyes to view separate regions of 
the visual field. Each photoreceptor then rece_ives input 
from a different point, presenting no problem with bin-
ocular combination of the separate retinal inputs. When 
the two eyes are directed so as to image overlapping areas 
of.the outside world oh both retinae, however, the infor
mation frol}'l each eye has to be connected so as to provide 
a fused representation in the brain of single regions in 
space. Fusion is important •in controlling motor action, 
which requires a final common path in order to, say, flick . 
the tongue at a fly (in the case of a frog). The diffie.ulty in 
achieving fusion is that the eyes are placed at different 
vantage points, and therefore receive different views of 
three-dimensional objects. Fusion is thus not ·a simple 
�atter of point-tQ-point conformal mapping between the 
two monocular representations. There is no single corres
pondence which is correct for objects at varying egocentric 
distances in 3D space. 

However, the increased complexity of binocular match
ing is compensated by the advantage that the positional 
differences, or binocular disparities, between the two eyes' 
images represent the relative distance of the objects in a 
very direct fashion. The farther an object is from the dis
tance of fixation, the greater is its disparity in projection to 
the two eyes (Fig. 3.1). Binocular disparity is a concept 
related solely to the relationship betweei) the eyes, and is 
logically independent of 'the information presente.d to a 
particular· eye. In principle, the distance of any point in the 
field from the observe!' can vary without affecting its mean 
monocular direction. In practice, this distinction was not 
realized for welI over a century.after Wheatstone's (1838) 
original demonstration that binocular disparity can pro
duce a sensation of depth and solidity. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 3.2 ( a) Random-dot stereogram of a checkerboard generated in a single image by the autostereogram technique. At 40cm viewing 
distance hold a finger about 5 cm above page, and fixate continuously. The'stereoscopic percept should gradually emerge in the 
plane of the finger .. The finger can then be removed for free viewing within the stereospace. ( b) Complex austostereogram of a_ spiral 
vortex image inspired by Leona.rdo da Vinci 
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Cyclopean Stereopsis 

An important advance in the experimental analysis of 
stereopsis, which illuminated the independence of sensa
tion of depth, was the development of random-dot stereo
grams (RDS) by Julesz (1960). The basic concept is to 
present each eye with a field of random dots containing a 
camouflaged stereoscopic figure. Julesz used computer 
generated· random-dot patterns to demonstrate the feasi
bility of producing a complete dissociation between the 
monocular detail and the binocular depth patterns. The 
key idea is that if the dot pattern in one eye is completely 
random, then shifts and rearrangements of selected ele
ments result in another random pattern with no hint of the 
local rearrangement that has occurred. If the two patterns 
are presented dichoptically, the visual system may use the · 
correlation between the two to perceive the relative pat
tern shifts. If the shifts are horizontal, the binocular dispa
rities give rise to a stereoscopic depth figure which is 
literally invisible with either eye alone. (Other types of 
shift give rise to various types of binocular rivalry and 
lustre percepts.) 

An early version of this approach to pure binocular 
disparity manipulation was conceived by Ames in the 
fonn of a leaf room (Ogle, 1950). All.sides of the room 
were covered with leaves to obscure the monocular per-

• spective information of its shape, _while maximizing the
• opportunities for binocular disparity cues. The room ap-·

peared almost flat when viewed with one eye, but seemed
to spring into vivid depth on opening the other eye. The 
perceived shape· of the room was altered by placing differ
ent types of magnifying lens before one eye, which would
alter the disparity relationships on the two retinae. The
depth distortions were predictable from. the geometry of
the. optical distortions.

The Autostereogram 

Another way of . presenting the camouflaged disparity 
information is in a new type of stereoscopic display known 
as an autostereogram (Tyler, 1983), designed for free fu
sion without the need for a stereoscope or anaglyph 
glasses. An example of an autostereogram with a simple 
stereofigure ( a stereoscopic ·checkerboard). is shown in 
Fig. 3.2(a). Only a single random-dot field is-required, and 
there is no limit to its size. An entire wall may be covered if 
desired, giving cyclopean vision over the entire visual field. 
The basis for the autosterecigram, whic:h· is cyclopean in 
the sense that the depth information is camouflaged, is the • • 
repetition· of a ranaom pattern (Tyler and Chang, 1977). 

The fundamental principle of disparity relationships 
underlying the autostereogram is the wallpaper phenom
enon (Brewster, 1844), in which any repetitive pattern 

may be seen at multiple depth levels, according to the 
convergence of the eyes. If the eyes are converged by one 
repetition width, each random strip will-be dichoptically 
superimposed on its neighbour, giving th.e percept of a 
new plane at a disparity corresponding to the repetition 
width in the original plane. A more detailed discussion of 
perceptual effects in the· wallpaper phenomenon itself is 
given in a subsequent section. 

To generate an autostereogram, it is possible to go 
beyond the basic wallpaper phenomenon and control the 
disparity profile by varying the repetition width at each 
point in the field. Any stereoscopic surface with variations 
in both the horizontal and vertical directions may be gen
erated by this means. Complex cyclopean figures may be 
appreciated, as illustrated by the autostereogram shown in 
Fig. 3.2(b ), which depicts a vortex figure inspired by those 
of Leonardo da Vinci., The main constraint is that, if the 
dot pattern is to maintain a constant density, then the 
disparity may be. varied only in discrete values corres
ponding to the dot size. This gives rise to the steps visible 
in autostereograms with slanting surfaces. 

To facilitate the viewing of the autostereogram, fixate 
on a finger held in front of Fig. 3.2. When ve.rgence is

. maintained in this fashion, a stereoscopic percept will 
gradually emerge by virtue of the disparities between ad
jacent repetitive strips of the autostereogram. A good deal 
of patience may_ be required on the first attempt, since one 
must dissociate eonvergence and accommodatipn. Once 
stei-eopsis is achieved, however, one is free to remove the. 
finger and inspect the entire field of the autostereogram 
without losing the depth percept. 

A Cyclopean Level of Binocular 
Processing 

The importance of random-dot stereograms, of either the 
original Julesz type or the autostereogram variety, is that 
they demonstrate that perception of a stereoscopic form. 
does not need to be preceded by. monocular processing of
that form. The stereoscopic form is not neurally repre
sented until the signals from the two eyes come together, 
at a level in the cortex which Julesz designated as cyclo
pean. (This term should be distinguished from the cyclo
pean eye of Hering, which refers to the imaginary position 
in the head from which binocular visual direction is per
ceived.) The-fqrm processing from RDS depth images 
must, therefore, be a separate process from that involved 
in recognitiori of the. monocular forms in conventional 
stereograms. 

An interesting piece of evidence that the processing of 
cyclopean images-and classic stereograms. with congruent 
monocular forms are performed by ·separate mechanisms 
was provided by Shimojo and Nakajima ( 1981 ). They spent 
a •Week viewing the world with reversed disparity cues, 
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Fig. 3.3 Schematic of some cyclopean limits of perceived depth 
• and fusion as a function-of binocular disparity. (See w:t for

details.) The coordinates are logarithmic, to express the wide
range of disparities which can give n"se to depth impressions

obtained by switching images to the left and right eyes
with an optical device. Of the many interesting results, the
one of particular relevance here is that cyclopean· stereop
sis was unaffected by the reversed-disparity experience,
while reversal of depth perception for·a simple line·stereo
gram was obtained within abo�t two days. This 'remark
able dissociation is clear evidence for a cyclopean depth
mechanism separate fro!Tl that involved in· line stereo
grams.

The identification of a cyclopean· level of neural pro
cessing provides a benchmark for determining the relative
locus in the nervous ·system of different functions. For
example, Julesz (1971) has found that a large number of
visual illusions persist when presented so as to be visible
only at the cyclopean level. The processes responsible for
the residual illusion must therefore be located at or beyond
the site of binocular combination ii). the cortex, rather than
in the eye. (Feedback of cyclopean edge information from
cortex to LGN is an anatomical possibility, but it.seems
quite unlikely a-route for a high-level process such as cy
clopean edge information to take.)

Random-dot stereograms are useful in the clinical diag
nosis of defects in stereopsis because it is impossible to
fake the response by looking first with one eye and then the
other, since neither contain the stereoscopic figure. How
ever, it should be cautioned that perception of the form
may be possible by binocular lustre alone Uulesz and
Tyler, 1976; O'Shea and Blake, 1987). This means that to

. demonstrate· depth petceptiop unambiguously, one must
ask the observer whether the cyclopean figure appears in
front of or behind· the surround for a series of different
stereograms, rather than merely asking what form is 
visible: 

Cyclopean Disparity Limits 
For an overview of the perceptual effects evoked by dif
ferent degrees of disparity, it is useful to depict the limiting· 
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ranges of such percepts in a -single diagram. The key 
feature is the depth (or distance along the line of sight) 
produced by a given binocular disparity. Fig. 3.3 shows 
schematically how the perceived depth varies as a function 
of binocular disparity, either crossed or uncrossed. In ad
dition; a set of perceptual boundaries or limits encoun
tered as disparity is increased is indicated by the vertical 
lines. Many of these limits have been studied only 
recently, so some of the details of the diagram are still 
sketchy. The aspect of concern here is not the precise 
magnitudes of disparity at which these effects occur, but 
the form of the function. 

_Near zero disparity there is a stereo_acuity threshold, 
below which depth appears to be zero, or indiscriminately 
different from a flat stimulus. Then there is a region where 
perceived depth matches the actual depth implied by a 
given disparity. If all the data were veridical in this way, 
they would fall on the dashed line in Fig. 3.3. Beyond a 
certain point, the perceived depth falls away from this line, 
and is less than veridical. Disparity is not being fully 
processed; but it still gives rise to a· large depth sensation. 
In-fact the perceived depth continµes to increase up to a· 
maximum, and then decreases progressively. At some 
point the disparity is so great that the perceived depth falls 
to zero. _This upper disparity limit may extend. up to 2° of 
disparity for cyclopean stimuli, depending on the stimulus 
configuration (Tyl_er and Julesz, 1976). . . 

The disparity threshold. of cyclopean stereoacuity may
be somewhat higher than line stereoacuity, as it has typi. • 
cally been measured in the 20-40" range (Tyler, 1974a; 
1983; Schumer and Ganz, 1979; Schumer and Julesz, 
1984). The highly-practised, forced-choice paradigms 
that give classic stereoacuity values of less than S" have not 
been widely applied in a ·cyclopean paradigm, howev.er, so 
that a real difference remains to be established. Another 
factor to consider is the difficulty of generating noise-. 
free dynamic RDS with the precision of the stereoacuity 
limit. Any imperfection in the stimulus.will translate into 
an elevated estimate of cyclopean stereothreshold. 

A threshold of about 30" for motion of a flat cyclopean 
plane was reported by Norcia et al. ( 1985), who also deter
mined the depth fusion limit between the ranges of dense 
and transparent stereoscopic impressions. Since these li
mits vary with.stimulus parameters, their positions in the 
diagram are indicated only qualitatively. The wider sig
nificance of each of these limits is elaborated in the follow
ing treatment 

The Disparity Discrimination Function 
The first major srudy of disparity discrimination as a func
tjon of the base disparity from the hor.opter was by 
Blakemore (1970a)_. Usirig Iine stimuli, he found that the 
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Fig. 3.4 (a) Depicition ·of stereoacuity in terms of disparity thresholds for points in space around the fixation point. Note that threshold 
rises with distance from the fovea, in both the lateral and depth directions, The stereoscopic system thus has a focal region of optimal 
depth discrimination at the point of fixation. ( b) Sketch of cyclopean targets in front of and behind the fixation ·point. The region of 
best stereopsis ( along the vertical horopter) is inclined ai an angle so as to pa,s through a point 'below fixation for the front plane and 
above fixation for the behind plane. It is very import(fnt to take account of this anisotropy in setting up the geometry for any cyclopean 
experiment. Panel (b) reproduced with permission {Nakayama, 1977) 

discrimination· function was very steep, but was not de
scribed by a power function· (as is the case for contrast 
masking). Instead' the log of disparity discrimination 
th�eshold increased in proportion to base disparity at 
several eccentricities, for both crossed and uncrossed 
disparities. This function is depicted schematically in 
Fig. 3.4{a), where the stereoacuicy is indicated on the ver
tical axis and the disparity and lateral stimulus positions 
are shown in the horizontal plane. 

Similar results were obtained • by Westheimer and 
McKee ( 1978) for the fine range of base disparities. 
Schumer .and Julesz (1984) brought the paradigm into the 
cyclopean domain, and found the same logarithmic rela
tionship for a disparity pedestal paradigm in dynamic • 
RDS stimuli. The test stimulus was a sinusoidal disparity 
profile, and the pedestal was in the form of the mean 
disparity away from the horopter. Thus, very different 
disparity configurations produced similar discrimination 
functions. 

No�e of the previous studies, however, can be said to 
have characterized the disparity discri-mination · function 
over the range of visual space. Stereoscopic depth can be 
readily perceived out to 30° eccentricity in both horizontal 
and vertical dimensions, but little is known of.its charac
teristics outside the perifoveal region. To place such a 
study on a firm basis, it is necessary firstto establish the 
locus of zero disparity throughout this range· (the space 
horopter), in order to know when the masking pedestal 

should have its minimum effect. Thus any complete study 
of peripheral disparity effects requires a determination of 
the horopter lotus a.rid its properties (see chapter 2). 

Stereoperimetry and the Horopter 

Stereoperimetry is defined by analogy with conventional 
perimetry as the measurement of stereoscopic depth per
ception throughout the visual field. Richards and Regan 
( 1973) were the first to attempt a broad specification of the 
spatial stereoscopic field, but they used noncyclopean sti
·muli and a paradigm that was highly subjec.t to adaptation.
Another approach was taken by Breitmeyer et al. (1976),
based on dynamic RDS. Thev corrected one of the
deficiencies· 6f the previous work in using brief presenta
tions of a cyclopean target, and requiring a forced-choice
response without eye movements.

Although they did not anticipate it, their data revealed
the backward, inclination of the vertical horopter. When
fixating 6' disparity in. front of the DRDS test plane, the
best sensitivity was seen ·above the fixation point. When
fixation was changed to 6' behind the test plane, the opti
mal region shifted to below the fixation point .. In each case
the result is what would be expected if the best sensitivity
occurred on a vertical horopter line passing through the
fixation point arid tilted backward at the top (Helmholtz,
1866; Nakayama, 1977), as depicted ·in Fig. 3.4{b). This
result is quite remarkable in view of the limited scope of



their study; the stimulus only extended to l O eccentricity. 
It was therefore not a perimetric survey in the normal 
sense, but illustrates that the extension of perimetry into 
the third, cyclopean dimension may encounter early com
plexities even in the simplest situations. 

The Keplerian Projection and 
Pre-Cyclopean Aspects of the 
Correspondence Problem 

The Keplerian Array 

The preceding description of complex stereograms was 
presented as though extraction of the disparity was a 
straightforward geometrical property of the images. In a 
sense it is true that the geometry is straightforward, but it 
does not mean that computation of the physical coilfi.-

, guration is easily accomplished. In fact, which point in one 
eye to consider as the true match for a particular point in 
the other is one of the most challenging problems for com
puter simµlations of vision. This problem of determining 
the corresponding points in.the two eyes, 'the correspon
dence problem', did not arise from the invention of the 
RDS, but was appreciated in one of the earliest investiga
tions into binocular vision by Johannes Kepler in the six
teenth �n�ry_. As an astronomer and a geometer, he was 
interested in the binocular combination of point images 
such as stars. He developed the Keplerian projection of 
the binocular field as a means of determining the possible 
positions of points in space from the projections of their 
monocular positions (Fig. 3.5, from Tyler, 1977a). 
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The Keplerian projection reveals.that, if there is more 
than one similar object in the field, there will be spurious 
locations (or ghost images) thrown up by the projection 
geometry which did not exist in the original space. Two 
points in space give rise to four equivalent points in the 
Keplerian projection, 10 points engender 100, and so on. 
In general the number of projected points along any hori
zontal line is the square of the number of points in the 
original spatial configuration. In a stimulus such as the 
random-dot stereogram, the number of ghost images soon 
becomes astronomical, as does the computational problem 
of determining the original image which gave rise to them. 

The Keplerian projection is equally valid for cyclopean 
and for non-cyclopean stereoscopic stimuli. The only 
aspect that differentiates the two types is whether informa
tion about the depth image is masked, or is recoverable 
from the monocular form information. Thus the presence 
of ghost images is unrelated to the cyclopean nature of the 
stimulus, and merely depends on the number of similar 
elements in the cortical projections of the two eyes. For the 
purpose of analysing the Keplerian projection geometry, it 
will be assumed that the visual images are retinally pre
processed to provide edge enhancement, before being sent 
to the cortex for binocular combination. 

Computational Constraints in the 
Correspondence Prob�em 

The· neural problem of correspondence was highlighted 
by the invention of random-dot stereograms. Julesz 
( 1962) pointed out that, in establishing corresponding 
details in disparate images, the ambiguity of which ele
ments should be paired between the two eyes to give the 

CORRELATED UNCORRELATED COMPLEMENTED 

Fig. 3.5 Keplerian projections of the images in the two eyes for one line of black or white random dots (left panel), and two other 
relationships between the dots in the two eyes ( centre panel - uncorrelated; right panel - complemented, or opposite contrast). The 
geometry represents the spatial projection of the array of cortical points stimulated by the random-dot ta·rget. Note that in addition to 
the projection of original plane, there is a two-dimensil)llal array of false target locations from which (in the correlated case) the true 
target has to be disentangled • 
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appropriate depth image increases with the square of the 
number of points in each horizontal line, and felt that the 
solution of this problem required a cooperative process in 
the cortex. In fact, correspondences between dots with 
some vertical displacement must also be considered, so 
that the ambiguity proble� actually increases with the 
fourth power of the matrix resolution, or linear dot den
sity, up to.the limits of neurally corresponding disparities. 

There may be as many as ten thousand resolvable pos
itions within the ~ 2° correspondence limit for the foveal 
region. But even for a simple 10 x 10 stimulus array of 
50% density, the potential number of dot correspon;. 
dences is thus 502 for each of the two conttast polarities, 
giving a total of 100 input correspondences and 5000 -
100 spurious correspondences. For the maximum resolu
tion (e.g. 50 cpd) the limiting foveal array size of 
100 x 100 would have the astounding number of 50 mil
lion spurious correspondences, which would take a large 
proportion of visual cells just to represent them iri a Kep
lerian matrix. Thus the processes by which the brain 
might reduce the ambiguity problem are of considerable 
interest. A pre-<:yclopean solution is one th;tt utilizes pro
cessing • before disparity identification to simplify the 
input to the Keplerian matrix, whereas a post-<:yclopean 
solution utilizes relationships between elements within 
the matrix. 

Size Specificity 

An interesting type of pre-<:yclopean specialization has
been proposed by Marr and Poggio ( 1976) and is suppor
ted by both psychophysical and neurophysiological evi
dence. This is a specialization for the size of the retinal
image, with different sizes being processed by different
mechanisms. If such mechanisms all had equivalent dis
parity ranges, the separation by size specificity would have
little to do with the stereoscopic system. However the
evidence suggests that the disparity range over which
such mechanisms operate is proportional to the size of 
their rec�ptive fields, so that large receptive fields respond
to large disparities while small receptive fields respond
only to small disparities. This provides a significant
economy in the processing of .disparity, while still cover-

• ing the full range of disparities. ..
The first authors to provide systematjc evidence of the

relation of size and disparity of neuronal receptive fields
were Pettigrew et al. (1968). Their method for determina
tion of disparity selectivity was to measure the disparity of
the monocular receptive fields in the two eyes. Although
this may have more to do with the fusion mech_anism than
the stereoscopic mechanism (Tyler, chapter 2) it neverthe
less provides some indication of the binocular organi
zation of receptive fields. The correlation between
disparity and receptive field size was 0.81 for the neuro-

physiological data (Tyler, 1973), implying a direct increase 
in disparity range as receptive field size increased. 

Further evidence for a size/disparity relationship is avail
able from psychophysics. Richards and Kaye ( 1974) found 
that both the maximum perceived depth and the maximum 
range of disparity that would evoke any depth sensation 
·increased progressively with the width of the stimulus. The
increase was proportional to the square root of stimulus
width rather than linear (as pointed out by Tyler andJ ulesz,
1980), but this still provides the basis fora marked economy
in the processing of disparity.

Julesz and Miller (1975) showed that the-stereoscopic
information carried by channe_ls tuned to different retinal
sizes could be processed independently. They filtered RDS
so that low and high spatial-frequency components of the
pattern each contained either stereoscopic or rivalrous
information. Observers could simultaneously see the
stereoscopic form and experience rivalry in the other spatial
frequency band. Although this experiment does not ad
dress the question of a size/disparity correlation, it shows
that the binocular system contains parallel channels for
different sizes of retinal input.

Size-specific mechanisms in stereopsis, and other
specialized local processes, could help to disambiguate
complex stereograms such as RDS (Marr and Poggio,
1979). The ambiguity is substantially reduced by the retinal
specificity of.�e local processes outlined in this section, so 
that Marr and Poggio ( 1979) were able to extract the stereo:.·
scopic image from an RDS with a non-<:aoperative al
gorithm that incorporated only the size specificity.
Specialized local processes could therefore be of great
importance in simplifying the task of the cortex in ex
tracting cyclopean depth information.

Direct evidence of the local tuning of disparity mech
anisms to the size of the retinal image was obtained by Schor
et al. (1983). Their stimuli were bars with a Difference of
Gaussian (DoG) luminance profile, which have the great
advantage of being localized with respect to both space and
spatial frequency domains. Thus disparity thresholds can
be measured with spatial displacements while the relative
spatial frequency content in the two eyes can be varied
independently by changing the width of the DoG in one
eye. If the disparity mechanisms were insensitive to 
relative image size, disparity thresholds should be 
unaffected by such changes. In fact, depth sensitivity rap
idly declined as the size difference between the monocular
DoGs increased (Fig. 3.6), implying that disparity mech
anisms are highly tuned with spatial frequency, as Marr and
Poggio (1979) had predicted.

Orientation specificity 

It is also possible that the orientation of the stimulus on the 
retina provides a basis for a specialization in the local 
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Fig. 3.6 Size tuning of disparity-specific mefhanisms revealed 
by psychophysics. The stimuli were fuzzy vertical bars (i.e. with 
a difference of Gaussian luminance profile), which preferentially 
stimulate. monocular receptive fields of a particular size. When 
the bar width differs in the two eyes, stereosensitivity is reduced 
in accordance with ihe size tuning of the binocular neurones 
underlying stereopsis. Reproduced with permission (Schor et 
al., 1983). 

disparicy..:processing system. Although the ileurophysio
logical evidence for orientation specificity in binocular re
ceptive fields is too well known to require a review {e.g. 
Hubel and Wiesel, 1968), one psychophysical experiment 
does not support its role in human stereopsis. Mayhew 
and Frisby (1979) found that filtering an RDS at one 
orientation tended to destroy the stereoscopic informa
tion, while combining the monocularly filtered stereo
grams for two orthogonal orientations restored the 
stereoscopic impression. This result would imply that, if 
oriented filters are involved, they are combined in a non
linear (facilitatory) fashion such that the information from 
a set of detectors tuned to only one orientation is n.ot avail
able to perception. However, the experiment can be cri
ticized on the grounds that the detection task was at the 
limits of stereoscopic ability, and that removing informa
tion for one orientation was sufficient to impair depth per
ception at tha_t limit. The experiment needs to be repeated 
in the form of a sensitivity task to quantify the effects 
appropriately. 

Supporting evidence for the idea ·that cyclopean corres
pondence matching is blind to orientation is provided by a 
study in perceived transparency of overlapping depth pla
nes (Akerstrom and Todd, 1988). The stimuli represented 
two planes at different depths made up of oriented line 
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segments. Forming the planes fro!ll orthogonal orienta
tions segregated at the two depth levels provided no ad
vantage in transparency detection over the case where the 
orientations were mixed within each plane. Thus the cy
clopean depth processor was not able to take advantage of 
the orientation cues by using a selective orientation filter to 
improve transparency detection. 

Conversely; an experiment on learning of the ability to 
see depth in RDS has shown an orientation effect (Ra
machandran and Braddick, 1973). Exposure to a random 
line stereogram constructed from oblique line segments at 
+ 45° orientation did little to improve the speed of depth
perception for a stereogram containing the same cyclopean
depth image, but made from segments at -45° orientation.
The learning seemed to have been specific to the orienta
tion of the micropatterns.

Cyclopean Solutions to the 
Correspondence Problem 

Cyclopean Matching Algorithms 

Although much effort has gone towards solving the cor
respondence problem, from retinal filtering to cooperative 
global form extraction, little attention has be.en paid to the 
internal structure of the projection matrix and its rele
vance to the problem. Even Kepler's projection is not 
optimal for revealing the projection structure; it can be 
improved by the use of an orthogonal geometry in which· 
all angles · are represented as right angles, developed by 
Marr and Poggio (1979). The version depicted in Fig. 3.7 
has been modified so that the two eyes views (represented 
by the vertical and horizontal variegated bars) are shown 
symmetrically about the origin of the matrix at lower left. 
In contrast to Marr and Poggio's orthogonal graphic ap
proach, this representation has the advantage of being 
interpretable geometrically as an orthographic projection 
of the light rays. In this geometric interpretation, the cy
clopean image appears as the oblique line figure facing the 
origin. Rays projecting to the left eye are represented in· 
parallel projection as horizontal lines, while those for the. 
right eye are vertical lines. The horopter is shown by the 

. left diagonal, while the cyclopean line of sight is the right 
diagonal. . • - . 

An initial stage of retinal preprocessing must be in-
• eluded in any complete· scheme of cortical matching of

information from the two retinae. The particular approach
adopted here is to assume that the retinal receptive fields
take the second spatial derivative of the image function
(Mach, 1886; Ratliff, 1965), and that the local minima and
maxima of the derivative function form the information
sent to the cortex. The maxima and minima formed by
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this retinal preprocessing are indicated in Fig. 3. 7(a) by the 
rows of boxes to the inside of the bars representing the 
retinal images. Where the retinal image does not change 
between adjacent positions, no local feature is sent to the 
cortex, and the corresponding lines in the Keplerian array 
remain blank. 

The first point that is evident from the orthogonal pro
jection is that half the possible positions are not filled, even 
without any retinal filtering. This is because only dots of 
the same polarity (black or white) in the two eyes are 
considered to be in correspondence, based on a funda
mental property of human stereopsis (Helmholtz, 1866). 
The other SO°fo of correspondence cells with a retinal 
input are empty. However, the corollary is that the mini
mum expected value of the· density is 50% in the absence 
of an organized relationship between the stimuli in the two 
eyes, as is evident because SO% of the dots will fall in a 
position occupied by a dot of the opposite contrast in the 
other eye. Cyclopean stimuli of this density are· readily 
processed by the human stereoscopic system, based en
tirely on the distinction between 50�0 and lOOofo corres
pondence within local regions of the Kepler•space. In the 
absence of special-purpose mechanisms to eliminate the 
ghost matches, this would constrain the task of stereo
matching to the relatively inefficient procedure of statisti
cal evaluation of the density of matches in each local 
region. 

The initial stage of binocular combination requires a· 
disparity.:.detection algorithm that might be �chieved by 
the various types of neurone with facilitatory responses to 

• different disparities (as recorded in the visual cortex of cat 
and monkey). This may be considered as a local cross
correlation process, performed by neurones tuned to dif
ferent disparities, and occurring at each location in the
binocular visual field. As the eyes vary their vergence, the
cortical images of the visual scene slide over one another to
obtain the shift (or disparity) that produces the best
match or correlation in each local region of the visual field
The images matched in this way will be said to be in
register.

All disparities in the cortical image should give rise to a
response somewhere in the neural disparity field, but they
will not all necessarily produce veridical depth images be
cause of the concatenation of spurious correlations be
tween adjacent points, which may be visible as depth noise
around the intended locus of the image. It follows that the 
depth image must involve further processing beyond local 
disparity detection, as has been amply demonstrated by 
Julesz (1962, 1971).

One simple form of further processing, which is global
in the sense of involving intel'\lction between different dis
parity detectors but local in the sense of not requiring
long-range interaction or complex computation, is a local 
facilitation process Qulesz, 1962; Nelson, 1975). An 

implementation of a facilitation process is depicted in 
Fig. 3.6(b). Each lozenge would encircle three activated 
disparity locations in Fig. 3.7(a) at adjacent locations 
parallel to the horopter. (In some cases, the facilitation 
lozenges overlap into strings.) As can be seen, this opera
tion goes some way to emphasizing the original generating 

• figure (dashed line in Fig. 3.7(a) ), but still leaves many
spurious locations facilitated. Thus, this simple operation
does not give sufficient discrimination of the original from
the spurious locations, and more or less facilitation would
just change the threshold of occurrence, not its discri
minative accuracy.

The Conjugacy Principle of Ghost Images 

An important principle of post-cyclopean organization in 
the Keplerian· matrix is the conjugacy principle. To the 
extent that the stimulus consists of a plane along the horo
pter ( the left diagonal in Fig. 3. 7) then all the ghost images 
are paired with a conjugate image (Tyler, 1977a). For 
every spurious disparity generated by the plane of dots, 
there is a conjugate disparity in the same visual direction 
symmetrically in front of or behind the plane. Any stereo
scopic matching mechanism which ignores this principle 
is wasting the opportunity to eliminate a high proportion 
of false targets by a simple, local operation that requires 
the minimum of computation. 

The example of Fig. 3. i. illustrates· the application of 
conjugate disparity cancellation in panel (c). Before ap
plying the facilitation operation, all conjugate points in 
panel (a) were first eliminated, resulting in the residual 
array of disparity activations in panel (c). This elimination 
process alone does accentuate the original target locations 
relative to the spurious ones, but there are still large num
bers of outliers, particularly along sight-lines where the 
disparity changed in the original image. However, their 
density is sufficiently low that the additional operation of 
the facilitation process demonstrated in panel (b) elimin
ates virtually all the remaining spurious disparities, while 
enhancing those derived from the original stereofigure. 

Note that in a full stereogram the gaps in this figure 
would be very likely to be filled in from the corresponding 
computations in other depth planes above and below the 
one depicted; since they are represented at high density. 
Conversely, spurious depth regions are so sparsely facili
tated 'that the other depth planes would add only a small 
contribution in these regions. Inclusion of a further facili
tation principle between these depth planes would there
fore be a good candidate for further improvement of the 
discrimination between the generating.and spurious target 
locations. A final point is that human vision is not free of 
spurious depth impressions in such stimuli. It is an empi
rical procedure to match the human and computational 
imperfections by manipulating the model parameters. 
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• Fig. 3.7 ( a) Orthogonal Keplerian projection. In this version of
the Keplerian projection, the geometry is presented in
orthographic form (without perspective), as if the eyes were
converged at an angle of 9(f and were at an infinite distance
from the target. This makes it easier to appreciate the internal
symmetries in the projection array. The conventions for this
representation· of the cortical conjunctions for a stereoscopic
stimulus of a central region in front of two flanking regions
{dashed line) are described in the text. (b) Effects of lateral
facilitation in enhancing the original stereoscopic image,
represented by highlighting obiique triplets of three adjacent
binocular conjunctions. para_llel to the horopter ( main diagonal).
Little selectivity for the original image is obtained. ( c)
Conjunctions remaining after the operation of line-of-sight
cancellation between points symmetrical about the horopter.
Almost all the remaining oblique triplets q,re on the locus of the
original stereoscopic image

Being subject to the same depth illusions over a wide range of stimulus conditions is a fair criterion that the underlyingprocesses have been matched. Of course, the conjugacy principle applies in relation tothe stimulus disparity rather than to the horopter, or zeroplane of the Keplerian matrix. Full exploitation of theprinciple would therefore require a mechanism that takesinto account the variation of the stimulus position relativeto the horopter. This would seem to require that the position of the stimulus plane be known before the principlewas applied, rendering its operation redundant. However, a simple mechanism is available which has the property of taking the variation into account without foreknowledge of it - disparity averaging. 
Disparity Averaging 

The importance of the application of the conjugacy principle through disparity averaging is that it pennits a local solution to the. corresportdence problem, rather than a
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computationally-intensive gl�bal solution. • In an earlystudy, Kaufman (1964) used RDS to demonstrate theoccurrence of disparity averaging for images with differentdisparities ly:ing in the same oi: similar retinal locations. This observation is of more than passing interest in view ofthe many spurious disparities associated with unintended dot comparisons in RDS. By virtue of the conjugacy principle discussed in the previous section, each spurious disparity for a flat plane should have a conjugate twin in thesame visual direction, and the combined depth impressionshould therefore average out to zero. This process has the double advantage of not simply eliminating the spurious images, but actually converting them to additional depth information for any stimulus •normal to the line of sight. This additional information isbest appreciated in a sparse matrix of stimulus points, in which many of the averaged points would fall on emptyregions of the stimulus array (Fig. 3.7). Thus the spuriousdisparities-can actually help to fill in the perception of astimulus plane in regions of sparse stimulus representation, providing a depth signal in the absence of monocularcontours. Filling-in processes have received recent attention as indicative of-more complex perceptual activities atwork Oulesz, 1971; Marr and Poggio, 1979; Grossberg, 1987). Such local disparity-averaging may, nonetheless, b\':.
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sufficient to account for much of the filling-in effect. 
A stimulus for which simple disparity averaging is less 

effective is a plane tilted in depth. Now the conjugate 
ghost images are shifted laterally by the presence of a 
lateral disparity gradient, and no longer fall along the same 
line of sight. Again, it seems that the tilt would need to be 
known before the conjugacy principle could be applied. In
this case, the averaging principle does not come to the 
rescue, and the only way by which the conjugate images 
could have any impact is if the averaging occurred over 
local regions which were large relative to the sideslip intro
duced by the tilted stimulus. Such lateral pre-averaging 
would tend to increase the minimum size of the disparate 
regions involved in stereopsis (see next section). However, 
they would allow tilts up to some value to be readily dis
ambiguated as well as flat planes. 

Global Effects in the Wallpaper 
Phenomenon 

The wallpaper phenomenon refers to the capability of 
establishing a variety of disparity matches in viewing a 
uniformly repetitive pattern (Brewster, 1844). Wallpaper 
has this property, but the simplest examples of such pat
terns are sinusoidal gratings and regular grids of dots. The 
Keplerian array for such stimuli is an endless set of planes 
in depth parallel to the original stimulus (assuming that 
the pattern is of ix:idefinite lateral extent). Since Brewster's 
time it has been held that" the depth of such repetitive 
stimuli is perceived as the plane closest to the fixation 
distance. More generally, this prediction implies that the 
perceived depth is of the plane closest to the position of the 
horopter of retinal correspondence. In fact, different 
depth planes are perceived simultaneously if the stimulus 
is arranged so that the horopter passes through several of 
the different planes of the Keplerian projection. The 
simultaneous perception of multiple depth planes was re
ported for lateral slant of the stimulus plane by Blakemore 
( 1970b). The multiple plane percept also occurs in the 
vertical direction without any slant as a result of the back
ward inclination of the vertical horopter (Piggins, 1978; 
Tyler, 1980). These demonstrations are directly predict
able from the geometry of the Keplerian projections. 

Recently, Mitchison and McKee (1985; l 987a,b) have 
• made detailed measurements on the depths perceived in a
heterogeneous selection of wallpaper-type stimuli. In a
wide range of situations they validated the geometric ana
lysis, showing that the perceived depth was strongly deter-
mined by the Keplerian plane nearest to fixation. However
they also uncovered the operation of two different varieties
of global interaction which influenced the perceived depth
away from the Keplerian interpretati!:m, The first was an
effect of interpolation between the salient edges of the
display. When the dots forming the regular stimulus array

were close together, so as to be less visible in the centre 
than at the edge of the array, the depth was more strongly 
influenced by the disparities specified at the edge. In fact, 
the depth appeared to be smoothly interpolated between 
the edge values, in conformity with the principle of the 
disparity gradient limit discussed in the subsequent sec
tion (Tyler, 1973). 

The second effect was more interesting, as it showed an 
interaction between local and global solutions in perceived 
depth. When the edge information defined a slanted plane 
by global interpolation between the edge disparities, the 
geometric sohitions closest to the interpolated plane were 
the ones which determined perceived depth. The result 
was the perception of a ragged plane made up of the por
tions of the multiple disparity array closest to the imagin
ary slanted plane. This result has a very different 
interpretation from that for a smooth slanted plane. In the 
smooth case, the Keplerian solution could have been com
puted geometrically by an array of disparity detectors, and 
then the resulting smooth plane given a perceived slant in 
depth by global depth interactions operating on the output 
of the array. The process could be a serial one with a 
defined output from each stage. If, however, the plane is 
perceived as ragged, it implies that the interpolated plane 
from the edge disparities is fed back into the disparity 
detector array to determine which disparities are defined 
as closest to·the perceived plane. This would have to be an 
iterative feedback process (or a multiple parallel P.rocess), 
which would be much more complicated to model. 

Global Cooperative Phenomena in 
Cyclopean Steropsis 

Since developing the cyclopean paradigm, Julesz (1960, 
1962, 1964, 1971, 1978) has devoted considerable ingen
uity towards the exploration of the global interactive pro
cesses involved in cyclopean depth perception. The initial 
observations were that, not only might it take many mi
ni.1tes for the depth percept to develop, but that once a 
coherent plane appeared in one·region of a stereogram, it 
would spread progressively throughout the remainder of 
the image as though seeded by the first region to cohere. 

Two major classes of explanation were offered for this 
cooperative behaviour. The low-level explanation was that 
the time was taken searching for the best convergence 
angle for each region of the stereogram. \�.:hen the eyes 
were converged so that the disparities fell close to the 
horopter, depth should then emerge. However, varying 
convergence strategy was found to have little effect on the 
time for learning to perceive the stereograms (Frisby and 
Oatworthy, 1975), as reviewed in the section on stereo
scopic learning. 

The high-level explanation concerns neural strategies 
for solving the correspondence problem in complex 



stereograms. The thrust of this and several other sections 
of this chapter is that there are many processes which can 
help to disambiguate the correspondence matches without 
involving the time consuming activities of global coopera
tive interactions. In fact, it is evident that such rapid local 
matching processes are required to explain the wi:;lth of 
depth perception that can be - obtained in brief 
presentations of both static and dynamic random-dot 
stereograrns Oulesz, 1964; Uttal, FitzGerald and Eskin, 
1975; Julesz and Tyler, 1976). However, it seems that 

: there are also slow cooperative processes at work to refine 
the ultimate form of depth percept. McKee and Mitchi
son (1988) report a siruation in which the initial depth 

, derived from local cues is overridden by a different depth 
percept derived from cooperative interactions with a time 
constant of several seconds, even in trained observers. The 

• dissection of the interplay between local and global mech
anisms will be likely to form the preponderance of

; investigations into cyclopean stereopsis for some time to 
come. 

Inverse Cyclopean Effects and 
Psychoanatomy 

One of the. principal outcomes of the development of the 
random-dot ster"eograrn was the ability to isolate the level 
of neural analysis at which particular types of pattern pro
cessing might occur. Julesz (1971) dubbed such an ability 
psychoanatomy, the generation of anatomical inferences 
from psychophysical investigations alone. Of particular 
interest is. the sequential order of the processing of such 
stimulus attributes as pattern, disparity and motion. Even 
posing this question invokes the assumption of the tran
sitivity of psychoanatomical attribution (L. Stark, per
sonal communication), or the idea that one process 
precedes another, rather than being in parallel or in an 
interconnected neural net. It is important to test the 
sequential assumption by well-designed empirical studies. 
One approach to such test is the inverse cyclopean para
digm of Julesz (1971), in which cyclopean information 
overrides the information supplied by the monocular 
components of the image alone (as opposed to the cy
clopean information being derived from the monocular). 

For. a clearer approach to this field, the concept of pat
tern processing will first be subdivided into its local and 
global aspects (i.e. form versus texture aspects}, since they 
may be processed at different levels of the visual system. 
!he sep�ation of the two aspects of pattern processing is
1�forma_t:1ve, and is implicit in many contemporary stu
dies, although the actual boundary between_ the two will 
necessarily be fuzzy. 
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Levels of Pattern Processing 

For the present purposes, local patterns will be considered 
to be those bounded by a continuous edge of the same 
contrast. At any point along the edge where the edge 
con�ast s.witches, a new form is defined. For example, in a 
bl�ck/wh1te cbeckerboard, the vertical dividing bound
�nes are made up of alternate zones with black on the left 
switching to black ·on the right. Each check so formed 
would be defined as a local pattern. Note that under this 
definition, local forms can be of any size so that the 
definition is independent of the spatial freq�ency content 
of the image. A texture is defined as an assemblage oflocal 
forms with similar statistical properties throughout a 
region of visual space. Statistical, because the properties 
n:i-ay not be u�if�rm, but drawn at random from a spe
cifi�d range. Sumlar

! 
because the range itself may not be 

stationary throughout the texture, but vary in accord with 
some rule of pictorial representation, such as distance 
from the observer oi- lighting of the image. 

. 'What monocular depth cue is present in random-dot 
stereograms?' The interaction between monocular and 
st�reoscopic information may be illustrated by means of 
th_1s �onundrum. The RDS was specifically designed to 
ehmmate all monocular depth cues, and yet one remains. 
It i� not a cue to the cyclopean depth image, so i� does not 
spoil Julesz' original intent, but it may still contribute to 
the process of depth ex�action. '.fhe reason that the mon-
ocular cue is easy to overl�k is that it does not signal· any. 
depth changes. To the contrary, it is the cue of texture 
density, which is uniform, and therefore indicates th.at no 
depth changes are occurring across the surface of the 
stereogram. In order to perceive appropriately the stereo
scopic information, the visual system must conclude that 
the texture densities on the nearer surfaces are finer than 
on the further surfaces, such as to be identical in the 
3D image. The process of such computation may well be 
a factor in the slowness of perception of RPS. Moreover, 
the conundrum illustrates that even the _processing of 
texture density cannot be achieved without recourse to 
the stereoscopic level of processing. 

Relation of Pattern Processing to the Site 
of Fusion 

One important locus in the binocular pathway is the site 
of binocular fusion of the monocular images. Although 
this locus is commonly _assumed to be identical with the 
site of binocular stereoscopic combination, fusion is a 
?istinct process with its own separate logic, and may have 
its own site of binocular combination. As an example of 
this logical distinction, vertical disparities are sub)ect to 
fusion but do not produce stereoscopic depth perception. 
The relation of pattern analysis to the site of the fusion 
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process is therefore a question of interest in its own right. 
Julesz (1967), in what he calls an inverse cyclopean 

effect, shows that the perceived shift in visual direction 
produced b y  the fusion process (allelotropia) can-override 
a monocularly apparent pattern of symmetry. This tends 
to imply that global pattern analysis occurs beyond the 
site of binocular fusion, since .if it preceded · fusion, then 
the subsequent positional shifts should not disrupt the 
existing global percept. 

A second example of disruption by fusion is provided 
by the so--called Glass patterns (Glass, 1969) of vector 
transformations of repeated random-dots (Fig. 3.8). 

(a) 

(b) 
. . (c) 

Fig. 3.8 The effect of stereoscopic presentation on the perception 
of Glass transformation patterns. ( a) Standard Glass pattern, 
in which an original random-dot image is added to itself after 
transformation by expansion from the centre. Radial streaks may 
be perceived as an explosive global pattern in the joint array. 
{b) Stereoscopic presentation of the original and transformed 
patterns separately to the �wo eyes. When stereoscopically fused, 
the resulting binocular disparities produce a depth impression of a 
plane inclined about the horizontal axis, hut the pattern of 
rotational streaks disappears, suggesting that global pattern 
peraption follows the site of binocular combination. ( c) 
Untransformed pair of identical images for comparison with ( h) 

A random array of dots is spatially transformed (say, by 
expansion or rotation) and superimposed upon itself. The 
resulting pattern can produce a global percept related to 
the transformation, and constitutes a vivid assay for the 
operation· of global· processes. Glass and Perez (1973) 
showed that if each set of paired dots was presented to 
different eyes, a fused percept of a single set of dots could 
be obtained for small transformation shifts. Not surpri&
ingly, the fused stereoscopic plane appeared tilted as a 
result of the horizontal component of the disparities gen
erated; however, the global texture organization was 
invisible in the fused image. Once again, the most prob
able explanation is that global texture is processed at a site 

beyond binocular fusion. When the transf�rrnational shift 
is converted into disparity, it appears as· depth information 
but is no longer available for processing of global structure 
by contrast-selective elements. 

One may also ask whether the analysis of local form is 
disrupted by fusion, since it is quite possible that local 
form analysis precedes fusion while global texture analysis 
follows it. Julesz (1971) also addressed this question, with 
patterns containing a monocular contrast grating which he 
attempted to disrupt by the presence of fused stereoscopic 
pattern. The interpretation of the negative results is equi
vocal,· however, because the stereoscopic manipulation 
was inherently insufficient to substantially distort the 
high-contrast grating, which remained strongly visible in a 
rivalry mode. Had Julesz used a dot-density grating where 
the density would become uniform by the allelotropic 
shift, the opposite result would have been obtained (as 
demonstrated by Fig. 3.8). 

In general, however, the range of fusion in tenns of the 
dissimilarity of monocular patterns is very small, implying 
that a great deal of local form processing precedes the site 
of fusion, and prevents fusion when the patterns are suffi
ciently different. Another way to think of this is to postu
late that the fusion operation ,:x:curs by means of binocular 
neurones with congruent receptive fields in the two eyes. 
It is the receptive field shapes that corr�pond to the 
local form analysis, feeding in from each retina and thus 
preceding the cortical neurones which perfon:n the bin- - . 
ocular·fusion function. 

Interrelations with Contrast and 
Cyclopean Texture Processing 

Essentially all of Julesz' explorations of the psychoanato
mical loci of pattern analysis were for local form pro
cc;ssing; in particular, the persistence of illusions of form 
when generated in cyclopean depth planes rather than in 
luminance contrast. Curiously, in light of his abiding 
interest in texture processing, he does.not seem to have 
combined the two paradigms to consider ·the quest:i.on of 
texture perception at the cyclopean level. Perhaps the 
reason was that the perception of cyclopean texture per se 
is apparently impossible, as has been claimed by subse
quent investigators. Nothdurft ( 1985), for example, found 

. ·no texture. segregation on the basis of sizy or orientation in 
a field of cyclopean texture elements. This implies that the 
hypercyclopean eye is blind to texture, despite.exhibiting 
local form processing. However, Nothdurft's was not an 
exhaustive search, and- it throws down an interesting chal
lenge to future study to identify a narrow domain of 
hypercyclopean texture perception. 

Nevertheless, consideration of the int_eractions between 
these aspects of the. contrast and stereoscopic· information 
immediately reveals that there is a great deal more to the 



question than simply asking which occurs first in the pro
cessing chain. It should be clear from the foregoing dis
cussions that local and global stereoscopic p;-ocessing 
occur to some extent independently and in parailel. Local 
and global form processing seem-to have a similar organi
zation. It therefore becomes of interest to ask at what level 
and in which stereoscopic subsystem the local and global 
pattern processes take place. Julesz (1971), for example, 
tended to group global processes of stereoscopic, texture 
and motfon perception together in his definition of the 
cyclopean retina. Given the multiplicity of cortical rep
resentation areas for vision (De Yoe and van Essen, 1988), 
it may be wiser to consider each a separate entity in the 
absence of evidence to the contrary. 

The question of-varieties of local input to.stereopsis lias 
already been considered (including feature oriel).tation, 
relative motion, etc.). One can additionally ask whether 
local form or global texture processing precede either local 
or global stereopsis. J ulesz' ( 1960) original demonstration
of the random-dot stereogram (and indeed Ames' Leaf 
Room) showed that global form analysis did not precede 
global stereoscopic analysis, although of cours� local form 
is always required for the retinal image to exist as such. 
One can further ask, as did Ramachandran et al. (1973), 
whether global texture differences alone are sufficient to 
support (local) stereoscopic segregation. Their second
order texture stereograms, while conceptually adroit, were 
not constructed so as to elim.in11,te first-order i,:Ues at the 
texture· boundaries. The resultant demonstration of depth 
perception should therefore not be considered definitive 
evidence that texture alone can serve as an input to the 
stereoscopic system. 

Indeed, there is convincing evidence that global texture 
processing and stereopsis (local or global) are incompatible 
percepts, which cannot coexist unless they are spatially 
congruent. The Glass patterns discussed in relation to the 
fusion operation formed the basis of a striking set of in-

. verse cyclopean demonstrations by Earle (1985). To 
answer the question. whether global pattern analysis 
preceded stereopsis, he· designed various ways of using 
stereoscopic disparity to produce depth segregation 
between elements of the Glass patterns. Every manip
ulation which perceptually segregated the dot pairings 
into separate depth levels disrupted the global trans
formation structures which were visible monocularly (as 
.in the example given in Fig. 3.9). Conversely, Earle was 
able to devise a truly cyclopean version of the Glass pat
tern in which monocular-dot pairings were in apparently 
random orientation, and yet a ·global pattern was revealed 
when the dots were separated stereoscopically into two 
depth planes (Fig. 3.10). These demonstrations place both 
the local pairing operation and the global structure 
analysis firmly beyond the level of stereoscopic 
matching. 
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Fig. 3.9 Conventional stereogram devised from a monocular 
Glass pattern together 1Dith a dot array to produce depth 
segregation of the transformational paired elements into many 
depth planes. The global percept of an expansion pattern ( left 
panel) is destroyed, supporting the idea that global pattern 
perception occurs beyond the site of binocular combination. 
Reproduced with permission (Earle, 1985) 

Fig. 3.10 Purely-cyclopean pre;�ntation of the tr�nsformati�nai 
pairs in th� Glass pattern, which are not present in each 
monocular image, allo1Ds extraction of global expansion texture 
lllhich is invisible monocularly. Again, global pattern perception 
must occur beyond the site of binocular combination. 
,_Reproduced with permission (Earle, 1985) 

Effects of Texture in Cyclopean Learning 
An experiment by Rama�handran and Braddick (1973) 
suggests that the monocular structure of the noise of 
which the stereogram is composed may be a key factor in 
the degree of stereoscopic learning of _the depth image. 
They exposed observers to a random line stereogram con
structed from oblique line segments at + 45• orientation. 
On repeated exposure the perception time was progres
sively reduced. However, when these observers were 
shown a ster�ogram containing the same cyclopean depth 
image, bµt made from segments at -45• orientation, there 
was Ii ttle transfer of the stereoscopic learning ( except on 
the first trial) and tlie stereogram had essentially to be 
learnt all over again. 

In a second experiment Ramachandran (1976) altered 
the micropatterns of the (non-oriented) noise in an RDS 
after it had been learnt, keeping the stereofigure un
changed. No decrement of performance was produced 1:iy 
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this alteration. Taken together these experiments showed 
that the learning had occurred largely with respect to the 
structural constraints of the monocular patterns (i.e. their 
orientation), rather than with. respect either to the stereo
scopic form or to the specific micropatterns. This kind of 
learning therefore had little relation to any vergence learn
irig that may have occurred during observation of the orig
inal stereogram. 

Non-Random Cyclopean Stereopsis 

Limited Cyclopean Paradigms. 

Randomization is not the only way to camouflage the 
monocular information about the depth image in _a stereo
gram. It is possible to generate stimuli in which the depth 
profile is not evident from either monocular image even 
without the use of random elements. The first example of 
a non-random· cyclopean stimulus was introduced by 
Blakemore ( 1970b) with the use of sinusoidal grating sti
muli. If the gratings have a different spatial frequency in 
the tw_o eyes, the observer obtains a perception of tilt 
around the vertical axis towards the eye viewing the higher 
spatial frequency. The grating in each eye is, however, 
uniform across the display, and contains no hint of the 
depth tilt except when compared with th.e other eye's 
image. The.features of depth perceptior1: from in.terocular· 
spatial frequency difference (or di.ffrequency, as it may be 
abbreviated), are sufficiently complex to merit a separate 
section. 

Another possible dimension for interocular differences 
be�ween gratings, ·orientation, does not provide a cy
clopean effect in the full sense of the word. Interocular 
orientation difference produces a perception of slant 
around a horizontal axis which is not directly predictable 
from the degree of tilt in either eye. There seems to be 
·something less camouflaged about a slant which requires
an orientational tilt than there does about a depth tilt
which requires a spatial frequency difference. The reason
is that the orientation domain has natural cardinal points
(vertical and horizontal), which must be avoided for the
orientation cue to be absent, whereas there are no cardinal
spatial frequencies. Both varieties, therefore, are cy
clopean in the sense that the depth information is absent
from each monocular image considered -alone. But the
range of depth images for which this s.tatement is true is
limited in each .case to the tilt of a uniform plane.

But in a simple sense even the disparity of single points
is independent of the spatial configuration of either mon
ocular image. Perhaps. it would be more useful to define
cyclopean as involving changes in depth which are mon
ocularly invisible, as opposed to single depth planes. An
ancient example of such a change is provided by the Pul-
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Fig. 3.11 The stereoscopic hdir is the spatial analogue of the
Pulfrich pendulum. This presentation of multiple helices is in 
autostereoptic form, requiring convergence across pairs of wavy 
lines. The use of dashed lines helps to provide stability against 
vertical misalignment. The eye should be converged so that the 
fidiciary alignment markers ( at top) appear as three in a row 
(not two.pairs). Most of the sine waves will produce helices, but 
one is iksigned to remain perceptually flat in the plane of firation 

frich pendulu�, in which the monocular motions are con
stant . and identical,· but the .phase relatioQShip between···· 
them may be varied by introducing a physiological delay 
into one eye (Pulfrich, 1922). When the. phase difference 
reaches 90°, the pendulum is seen as rotating in an ellipse 
in depth. �Y 180° the depth image becomes a pure oscill
ation in depth, with no lateral component. However, the 
monocular motion gives no clues as to the degree of depth 
. oscillation, although it determines the temporal frequency 
of the oscillation. 

An ingenious extention of this effect was developed by 
Regan and Beverley (1973a), by introducing a temporal 
frequency difference between the two·eyes. Any fixed fre
quency difference is trigonometrically equivalent to a con
tinuous phase variation, so· the percept was of continual 
modulation between lateral motion, depth rotation and 
pure depth oscillation, according to the relative phase at 
any partieular instant. None of these changes were visible 
monocularly, so the whole range of depth impressions can 
be regarded .as cyclopean in the limited sense. 

A spatial' analogue of the Pulfcich phenomenon, which 
has not been experill)-entally explored to date, is the stereo
scopic helix. Fig. 3.11 shows a set of sine waves in auto
stereographic form. Free-fusion across one separation 
should result in the stereoscopic percept of four helices 
spiralling in depth together with one flat control sine wave, 
flanked by two monocular sine waves. The dashed br�ks 
in the lines are to aid in vertical fusional stability. It is 



evident, when viewing such a stimulus, that the presence 
of the monocular. information tends to mask perception of 
the stereoscopic depth profile. It may take a considerable 
time before the full, stable depth percept is achieved. In 
this respect, stereopsis from complex line images re
sembles that from RDS, but there is no particular diffi
culty in solving the correspondence· problem here. This 
suggests that the slow-onset hysteresis-in complex RDS 
may be mo1"e a result of monocular interference than of the 
correspondence problem. 

Even greater effects of monocular intereference have 
recently been reported by Stevens and Brookes (1988). 
They devised stereograms based on regular grids. When 
the disparity was added symmetrically, the binocular per
cept was still regular. The presence of the regular contrast 
information made emergence of the stereoscopic depth 
information much more difficult than in non-regular 
cases. Note that this stimulus represents still another 
variety of non-random but cyclopean stereopsis. Strictly 
speaking, the monocular images contained cues to the dis
parity information which could have been used to deter
mine the depth information. The processes of binocular 
fusion and allelotropia were, however, sufficient to elimin
ate the monocular cues from perceptibility. Thus the sti
muli contained no contrast-encoded information as to the· 
depth image when viewed binocularly, and may be re
garded as cyclopean in this special sense. 

Diff�eque·ncy Tilt P��c�ption 
As previously discussed, stereopsis from spatial-frequency 
differences between the images in. the two eyes, produces 
an impression of lateral depth tilt. The term interocular 
spatial-frequency difference is so unwieldy that it will be 
replaced by the term diffrequency, by analogy with dis
parity for positional diffe�ences between the two eyes. The 
first suggestion that diffrequency as such might be a separ
ate cue for stereopsis was made by Blakemore ( 1970b ). He 
used vertical sinusoidal gratings in the frontal plane as 
stimuli and found that binocular diffrequencies gave rise 
to a horizontal depth tilt up to a ratio of I A between the 
frequencies in the two eyes. The tilt persisted even when 
the grating in one eye was moving at velocities up to l •s-•. 
This seemed too fast to allow continuous rematching of 
the spatial disparity, leading Blakemore to suggest that the 
diffrequency was processed as a separate cue to depth tilt. 

The suggestion was taken up by Tyler and Sutter 
(1979), who designed· several stimulus paradigms to en
sure that conventional disparity cues were not involved in 
the situation. The simplest of these consisted of sinusoidal 
gt;ating stimuli moving in opposite directions in the two 
eyes. When the veloc;ity was slow, conventional disparity 
cues gave the perception of a flat plane moving towards the 
observer. Each time the gratings had moved the distance 
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Fig. 3.12 Visibility of lateral depth tilt as a function of�he ratio 
of mean spatial frequency betw�en the two eyes for 1 D visual 
noise bars ( at the initial presentation). Filled circles: correlated. 
1 D noise,· open circles: binocularly uncorrelated 1 D noise. 
Vertical bars: 1 standard d�iation of the readings. Note that 
depth perception continues out to very large frequency dijf e,ences, 
but that the low range is effective only for correlated 1 D noise 

of a complete cycle, the plane flipped back and then con
tinued to move towards the observer again. As the velocity· 
was increased a point wiis reached when the depth move--
ment failed, and was replaced by a perception of rivalry 
between the two monocularly moving. images. At this· 
point (a velocity of 4°s-1), conventional disparity cues must·
have been ineffective since the depth motion derived from 
those cues was no longer visible. 

When the spatial frequency in one eye was varied by a 
small amount, the observers reported that the plane was 
simultaneously both rivalrous and tilted into depth. rhus 
the rivalry within the conventional disparity system was 
maintained, superimposed on the depth attributable to the 
diffrequency between the two eyes, clea.rly demonstrating 
that diffrequency is a depth cue separate from disparity. 
Depth tilt was detectable up to surprisingly large diffre
quency ratios of 2.0 between the two eyes. 

A second experiment by Tyler and Sutter ( 1979) was 
fully cyclopean, in the sense that it utilized dynamic, one
dimensional visual noise (a random-bar stimulus) as the 
base stimulus. In the mllin experiment, the noise was uncor
related ·between the two eves in order to avoid conven
tional disparity cues. Nev�rtheless, horizoni:al depth tilt 
was readily visible, but only for diffrequency ratios in the 
high range between 1.2 and 2.0 (Fig. 3.12). For diffre
quency ratios less than 1.2 depth tilt was not visible for 
uncorrelated ID noise, implying that the diffrequency 
system exhibits both a high threshold and a high range of 
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frequency· difference to produce sensations of depth tilt. In 
a control experiment, on the other hand, the same stimuli 
were presented with correlated noise in the-two eyes, im
plying that bar-by-bar disparity correlations were now 
present. Depth tilt was now easily seen woughout the 
_diffrequency range, including values below a diffrequency 
ratio of 1.2. This low diffrequency range in correlated 
noise presumably needed conventional disparity cues for 
its opera�on, since depth was not visible for the uncor
related case in this range. 

Temporal Aspects of Cyclopean 
Vision 

Psychophysical Evidence 

Julesz (1964) established that cyclopean depth perception 
could be obtained from presentations as short as SO ms, 
even when followed by a noise m;1Sk which obscured the 
subsequent information. This brief presentation is too 
short for the initiation of a vergence eye movement, im
plying that processing of the depth ( of up to l O disparity) 
was accomplished by direct neural computation. The 
50 ms time is not, of course, the perception time or the 
time for cortical processing, but the time required for the 

• • binocular input to.activa_te sufficient strength in"the bin�
ocular response to reach the cyclopean threshold. The
response itself may have a much longer duration, and
indeed may not even have departed from zero by the time
the binocular input has been terminated. l!ttal et al.

(1975a,b), who obtained the same cyclopean duration
threshold of SO ms in a-different paradigm, found that the
stimulus duration required for monocular form percep
tion was much faster at- 10 ms. On the strength of the
above interpretation, this would imply that cyclopean
stereopsis requires five times as strong a stimulus as form
extraction to reach the same detection threshold.

In a subtler experimental design, Julesz (1964) sought
the minimum time to detect any stereoscopic influence on
perception. He used an ambiguous stereogram portraying
two surfaces in depth simultaneously and which were per
ceived with equal probability for durations of 100 ms. He
then preceded the ambiguous presentation with a brief, 
simple stereogram with the same depth as one of the ambi-
guous planes. The simple stereogram was fowid to deter
mine which of the ambiguous planes would be perceived 
when its duration was as short as 10 ms. This was the 
shortest time in which any influence of a disparity seed 
could be detected. 

Even shorter cyclopean durations are sufficient for the 
perception of simple decorrelation of a correlated plane of 
noise (Tyler and Julesz, 1976). The experiment was can-

ducted by means of dynamic visual noise with a very rapid 
frame rate. The minimum duration for -0.etection of the 
cyclopean event of decorrelation was 2 ms, attesting to the 
immediacy of basic cyclopean processes. 

However, all of the above experiments measured the 
minimum stimulus duration for a perceptual effect. As 
mentioned above such outcomes are influenced by both 
the strength and the time course of the stereoscopic re
sponse, and thus do not specify the tin:ie course alone. To 
obtain an estimate of time course, one needs to use a para
digm such as the temporal integration function for depth 
pulses of increasing duration. The results of such an ex
periment for cyclopean depth pulses in a dynamic RDS 
field are presented in Fig. 3.13. The task was to detect the 
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Fig. 3.13 Disparity required for detection of crossed ( open 
circles) and uncrossed (filled circles) disparate. region in a 
dynamic RDS, as a-Junction of duration of the disparity pulse. 
Note fall integration of disparity energy up to about 180ms 

occurrence of a cyclopean square of0.4° on a side, of either 
crossed or uncrossed disparity. The null stimulus for 50% 
of trials was the absence of a change in depth. The dispar
ity was varied on a 100% up/33% down probabilistic 
staircase, for a set of fixed disparity pulse durations. As 
seen in Fig. 3.1-3, the disparity required .for detection de
creased with increasing stimulus durations up to the infer
red duration of 160 ms (intersection between asymptotes). 
This intersection constitutes an estimate of the duration of 
the excitatory lobe of the cyclopean impulse ·resp-onse, and 
is about.four ti.mes longer than that for luminance pulses at 
the same luminance level. Note that there is no significant 
advantage for crossed disparities in this detection para
digm; both directions of disparity seem to have the same 
integration time. . 

Corui.rmatory results were obtained by Schumer 
(1979), using a two-pulse paradigm to measure the cy
clopean integration time. Disparity threshold for two pul
ses had not reached the asymptotic level for independent 
detection by a duration of 200 ms, implying that the cy
clopean impulse responses were at least that long. Related 
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data were presented by White and Odom (1985) for dis
parity thresholds as a function of alternation rate in cy
clopean bar patterns with a square-wave profile. Although 
incorrectly analysed in terms of a critical duration rubric, 
the data actually correspond to a frequency response func
tion with a -6 dB point at about 250 ms. This point is the 
value that best corresponds with the excitatory pulse 
width of t:he impulse response; and is thus in good agree
ment with the other measures. Thus three independent 
laboratories arid paradigms are in agreement that the cy
clopean response time is much longer than the luminance 
response time (Watson and Nachmias, 1977; Gorea and 
Tyler, 1986), which has important implications for cy
clopean processing. Whatever is the basis for the cy
clopean perception of depth (from a multiple parallel array 
to a serial surface algorithm), it must be considered to be a 
proc� quite distinct from contrast perception because 
-the minimum time for the development of its full response
is so much slower.

Physiological Data on the Cyclopean
Response Time

One of the earliest studies of a physiological response to a
cyclopean stimulus was a disparity evoked potential�
(DEP) study by Regan and Spekreijse (1970), in which the
first positive peak had a latency of about 100 ms. However,
their stimulus was not truly cyclopean, in that it con�ined
correlated monocular inoti:on ·cues. When Lehmann and
Julesz (1978) introduced the first truly cyclopean DEPs
with the use of dynamic RDS stimuli, they found a cy
clopean response which peaked at about 160 ms after the
cyclopean depth transition. Moreover, J ulesz et al. ( 1980)
showed that the time to peak for the DEP was about
240 ms, as compared with about • 150 ms for a 
monocularly-visible event. These results corroborate the 
psychophysical analysis of a slower response time for cy
clopean processing, and underline that detection of a 
rapid stimulus even does not imply that the detection 
process is itself rapid. However, it should be noted that the 
VEP to monocular changes was longer (at 1 SO ms) than the 
normal first major peak in the VEP, so there may be some 
aspect of dynamic random-dot stimulation which induces 
inherently slower responses in addition to the extra slug
gishness of the cyclopean response. 

The same relationship 'between cyclopean and non
cyclopean response was evident in a study of cyclopean 
depth oscillation in dynamic RDS by Norcia and Tyler 
(1984). This disparity alternation stimulus produced re
sponses peaking at the low value of about 3.5 Hz, ana the 
maximum frequency at which any cyclopean DEP could · 
be obtained was 14Hz. These low values may be com
pared with luminance VEPs showing a peak response in 
the range of 20-30 Hz and continuing to respond up to 
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frequencies of 50-60 Hz. Thus the cyclopean response 
speeds are several times lower than for the luminance
driven responses, again implying a correspondingly slower 
cyclopean response time. 

Quasi_-Cyclopean Depth. Motion 

It is somewhat surprising in view of the extensive range of 
studies on cyclopean vision and on motion in depth that 
there has been so little work on cyclopean motion in depth. 
A study by Regan and Beverley (1973b) of depth motion 
of a random-dot bar against a background of static random 
dots could be considered the earliest example, but the 
depth motion _was not cyclopean in the true sense that the 
motion was invisible monocularly: This case, of a form 
that is invisible in the static image but is revealed by the 
monocular motion fields, will be described as quasi
cyclopean. Julesz (1971) included cases of form revealed 
by motion alone in his definition of cyclopean, but a more 
restrictive definition limiting its use to stereoscopic situa
tions will be adopted here. The term quasi-cyclopean will 
also be. restricted to stereoscopic stimuli, and those in 
which the stereoscopic form is camouflaged in the static 
monocular images, while pr�sent in some time-varying 
monocular cue such as motion or flicker. 

Regan and Beverley's stimulus presents a major mon
ocu1ar feature for neural analysis, in that the depth motion 
was made up of monocular-lateral motion components, 

• and co:uld therefore be explained on the basis .of the recep- •
tive fields with opposite directional sensitivity in the two
eyes (Pettigrew, 1974; Zeki, 1974). This concept was ex
ploited in a series of psychophysical and neurophysiolo
gical studies by Regan, Beverley and Cynader (Regan et
al., 1988). In �s sense, the motion in depth was non
cyclopean, not simply because of the presence of some
monocular cues to the fonri, but because every dot exhi
bited monocular motion that could be extracted prior to.
the site of binocular combination·. No cyclopean mech
anism of motion across the disparity dim_ension would be 
required.

For their stimulus, Regan and Beverley (1973b) repor
ted that sensitivity for motion in depth improved in direct
proportion to temporal frequency up to about 1 Hz, then
declined precipitously to an upper limit of only 5 Hz. 

- Depth motion sensitivity was therefore relatively narrowly
tuned in temporal frequency, cutting much earlier than
monocular motion sensitivity, which occurs up to at least
20Hz (Tyler and Torres, 1972; Tyler, 1974b).

Another comparison. that can be made on the basis of 
the monocular motion present in quasi-cyclopean depth
motio.n is their relative sensitivity, to answer the question
of whether the stereoscopic motion system can use all the
information available to the monocular motion system.
Regan.and Beverley (1973b) found that this was the case
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for their quasi-cyclopean motion stimulus, in contrast to 
the result for line stimuli (where a series of studies had 
established the stereomovement system to be substantially 
less sensitive than the monoc�lar system for even one eye; 
Tyler, 1971; 1974b; Tyler and Foley, 1975). Something 
about the quasi-cyclopean RDS paradigm had facilitated 
the perception of depth relative to monocular' motion. 
Tyler (1975a) suggested that it was· the proximity of a 
stationary surround, which was shown to enhance depth 
motion sensitivity in line targets as well. 

The corollary of this hypothesis of lateral disparity 
interactions is that the presence of a surround moving in 
synchrony with the test target would tend to inhibit depth· 
motion perception. In fact, the limiting case of this hypo
thesis is for a moving plane of random dots, which should 
give a paradoxically reduced sensation of depth m�tion 
although the number of moving dots is enormously in
creased. In fact, the result obtained (Regan et al., 1986) 
was that depth motion was impossible to detect, corres
ponding to an indefinitely large threshold elevation com
pared to the depth motion threshold of about 3' for a single 
dot. Thus the quasi-cyclopean version of the moving stim
ulus paradoxically masked the visibility of a highly visible 
stimulus attribute. Such an· effect, however, is a direct 
result of the structure of the cyclopean receptive field de
picted in Fig. 3.17. It should be expected that this type of 
inhibition will have strong repercussions in the future 
understanding of the dynamics of cyclopean vision ... 

Cyclopean Depth Motion 

True. cyclopean depth motion is obtained only with the 
use of dynamic RDS, which mask the temporal changes in 
the monocular stimulus componen� and require all 
aspects of the motion processing to occur at the cyclopean 
level or beyond. Norcia and Tyler (1984) showed for the· 
first time that motion in depth is readily perceived in dy
namic RDS, and that it has similar temporal characteris
tics to those for non-dynamic RDS. Their stimulus was in 
fact the alternation of a DRDS plane between two 'depth 
values, but was. perceived under many conditions as a 
smooth, sinusoidal motion in_ depth. Thus the process of 
·interpolation which allows smooth <p movement to be seen
between pairs of flashing lights must also operate between
disparity planes at the cyclopean level of processing. The
fact that smooth cyclopean motion is limit�d to the same
temporal frequency range as monocular apparent motion
processing (about 5 Hz; Tyler, 1974b), suggests that the
limit for both may be identical and may lie at a higher
processing level still. It may be more a perceptual interpo
lation process than a direct linkage between motion selec
tive units in primary visual representation areas. -

Fu_rther support for the idea that the interpolation is a
higher-level process comes from the fact that detection of

changes in depth was not limited to µie same 5 Hz range in 
dynamic RDS. Norcia and Tyler (1984) found that alter
nation between the two depth planes was detectable, both 
psychophysically and in the time-locked evoked potential, 
up to frequencies almost three times higher. Thus the 
limit on processing for disparity change was not set by the 
process f ot interpolation of disparity motion from alterna-• 
tion between discrete disparity p_lanes. Presumably the 
initial disparity detection process was giving rise to these 
rapid-signals early in the neural chain; which then served 
as input to both a disparity level detector and the depth 
motion i1,1terpolitor. 

Smooth Surfaces and the 
Cyclopean Disparity Gradient 
Limit 

In processing the three-dimensional field of disparity sig
nals making up the Keplerian array, it would certainly 
make computational sense for the brain to adopt certain 
constraints to limit the possible range of acceptable depth 
images. Just as Ramachandran and Anstis (1987) have 
suggested that the motion system may have built-in 
preferences for Newton's laws of motion, one could ask 
whether .the stereosq>pic system may c.onstrain its com-
• putable depth images to those corresponding to the physi
cal laws of environmental objects. Unfortunately for this
line of reasoning, no absolute constraints·are identifiable
on the spatial configuration of objects. Objects may be so
small as to be invisible, and the configuration of arrays of
micro-objects may have unlimited complexity. There are,
perhaps, environmental tendencies for the configurations
of objects. They are generally subject to the constraint of
gravity, although the biological engineering of foliage is
such that this constraint is well concealed in the ex
uberance of typical ecological plant configurations. Any
constraints adopted by the stereoscopic system would
have to be based on probabilistic evaluations of environ
mental forms rather than absolute physical constraints.

One stereoscopic constraint that has bee� suggested 
Oulesz, 1971) is a preference for computing smooth sur
faces in depth. ParadoXJ.cally, this suggestion seems to 
have arisen from the prolonged time required for the per
ception of smooth surf:ice,s in random-dot -stereograms. 

- This slow process implied that a computationally complex
problem was being solved, and that its solution might be
based on such constraints. The smooth surface constraint
can be recast in te�s of the spatial frequency content of
the stereoscopic image. If a surface is smooth, it means
that it contains disparity variations of only low spatia� fre
quency. An experimental test of the smooth-surface con-



stntlnt is therefore to measure the spatial bandwidth of 
disparity modulation that can be processed stereosco
pically. If it is limited to low spatial frequencies, this indi
cates the operation of a smooth-surface constraint in 
stereopsis. The existence of such a bandwidth limitation 
has been demonstrated in several paradigms, both cy- • 
clopean and non-cyclopean. 

Cyclopean Bandwidth Limitation 

The amount of information that needs to be processed 
stereoscopically can be reduced at a post-cyclopean level 
by limiting the spatial grain of the depth changes that can 
be seen. This amounts to a bandwidth limitation if one 
specifies the depth changes as sinusoidal depth variations. 
The cyclopean bandwidth refers to the maximum peri
odicity visible in the depth profile in the cyclopean image. 
This value is measured with a random-dot disparity 

• modulation (or depth corrugation), which has been ter
med. a cyclopean stereograting (Tyler, 1974a). The cy
clopean bandwidth is limited to ·betwe�n 3 and 5 cpd of
disparity _modulation for cyclopean stereogratings (Tyler,

• 1974a; Schumer and Ganz, 1979; Tyler and Julesz, 1980)
as well as for disparity modulation in line stimuli (Tyler,
1973, 1975b). Th\s therefore seems to be a fundamental
limitation of the amount of information that can be pro
cessed stereoscopically, whether in local or cyclopean

. stereopsis. • • 
The cyclopean bandwidth limitation constitutes a re

duction in bandwidth of about a factor of 10 in comparison 
.with the contrast bandwidth of the monocular channels 
(30-60 cpd). In fact, this limit on spatial resolution in cy
clopean vision reduces by up to ten-thousandfold the 
number of comparisons required for· stereopsis to process 
the mean disparity of each point in a stereoscopic image 
10° x 10° in extent(Tyler, 1977b). This would cut the total
number of comparisons required to process a 200 ms dy
namic RDS, for example, from perhaps 10 million to 
about one thousand: If each comparison were performed 
by a separate disparity-selective neurone, the consequent 
reduction from 10 million to one thousand neurones re
quired to encode the image is clearly an enormous saving 
in brain processing capacity for the extraction of stereo
.scopic images. 

Cyclopean Disparity Gradient Limit 

The second type of limitation in cyclopean processing·is 
that of the orientation of the surfaces in depth. The steeper 
the orientation is from the frontal plane, the more prob
lems it poses for cyclopean processing. This is particularly 
true in the horizontal dimension, where the horizontal 
dispadty information can become piled up upon itself for 
steep depth wrinkles. To avoid this problem, Tyler 
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(1974a) proposed the existence of a cyclopean disparity 
gradient limit; that gradients of disparity steeper than a 
particular value could not be processed stereoscopically. 

The empirical test of the disparity gradient limit was to 
measure the maximum disparity that could give rise to 
depth perception for various configurations of disparity 
image. Although it is well known that disparities greater 
than about 10° cannot be proce:ssed for depth, the de
pendence of this limit on the form of the disparity image 
was used to determine the existence of a disparity gradient 
limit (Tyler, 1973, 1974a, 1975b). In fact, for disparity 
profiles of depth corrugation in line stereograms and also 
in random.,dot stereograms, the upper disparity limit in
creases in direct proportion to the spacing of the disparate 
s�ents. This proportional increase operates over more 
than a two log unit range from 3' to 10° (upper portion of 
Fig. 3.14), for· both multiple and single cycles of 
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Fig. 3.14 Complete region of depth perception as a function of 
spatial frequency of disparity modulation. Inset shows the left 
and right eye views of the stimulus, together with a depiction of 
the binocular impression. Region marked 'DEPTH' contains all 
stfmuli in which depth modulation is visible. Filled circles: fixed 
aperture of 2(1 ,· open circles: variable aperture such that one 
cycle was visible at each frequency; dashed line has slope of-I, 
and corresponds to a scaling principle in which the monocular 
images are magnified to scale the disparity limit in proportion to 
image size. 

depth corrugation. This relationship was termed disparity 
scaling of the upper disparity limit with stimulus size, 
since the gradient of the stimulus remains constant as it is 
scaled uniformly to reach the limiting disparity. The-dis
parity gradient limit provides· a further massive saving in 
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the processing capacity required for fine detail in the 
cyclopean depth image. At the same time it allows very 
large variations in disparity to be processed if they occur 
over a sufficiently large spatial ex.tent. 

Interestingly enough, the existence of disparity scaling 
in cyclopean RDS does not provide conclusive evidence 
that the scaling is a global phenomenon. If there is a corre
lation between the retinal size of a receptive field and the 
disparity" it processes (Tyler, 1973, 1975c; Schor et al.,
1983), then .low spatial frequencies of disparity modulation 
could be processed by large receptive fields with large 
disparity preference, while high modulation frequencies 
could be processed only by small receptive fields with fine 
disparity tuning. This would result in the kind of disparity 
scaling on the basis of a local, rather than a global mech
anism. 

An alternative, local basis for the disparity gradient 
limit was discussed by Tyler ( 1973) and adopted by Burt 
:me\ J ulcs:r. ( 19�0), although their main concern was for the 
l11111Li11� ,fo,ly .. 1·ity !or \,11,,,c;ulllr fu1'i<J11 rathl-.,- th-,,1,n for 
maximum depth perception range. Their suggestion was 
that the fusional gradient was limited by the orientation 
difference in the retinal receptive fields for orienta_tion
selective disparity units. This is a local constraint, and is 
easily checked for operation in the case of stereoscopic 
depth by using cyclopean stimuli. As has been described, 
the gradient limit persists for cyclopean gradi<;nts, and 
therefore cannot be based on retinal receptive field charac
teristics. 

Paradoxically, the global nature of disparity scaling of 
the gradient limit can be established by recourse to non
cyclopean stimuli, an approach taken by Pulliam (1982). 
He used the gradients present in sinusoidal depth cor
rugations, but instead of presenting them in the RDS for

. mat, he produced the corrugations by modulating the 
disparity in conventional sinusoidal contrast gratings. 
Monocular contrast gratings constr_ain the input to the 
cort�x to essentially a single size of receptive field, with 
strong attenuation of the activation of those receptive 
fields which do not match the grating bar width (Albrecht 
et al., 1980). Pulliam's experiment therefore distinguishes 
whether the disparity increase found for RDS depth 
corrugations requires increasing receptive field size as· a 
substrate, or ".l'hether the increase is a global limit within 
the cyclopean disparity processes and occurs even when 
receptive fields are held to constant size. 

Despite constraining receptive fields to a single size, the 
contrast grating stimuli showed the same kind of disparity 
gradient limit for depth corrugations of different cycle 
lengths as occurred in the line and RDS· stereograms. 
Since only one size of receptive field is activated, this dis
parity scaling with image size cannot be explained by the 
local size/disparity correlation. Given th�� the disparity 
gradient limit occurs in line, grating and RDS stimuli, it is 

presumably a truly global limitation of the processing of 
disparity modulation. 

Fig. 3.14 depicts the complete range of disparity pro
cessing as a function. of the spatial organisation of the dis
parity stimulus, in terms of the spatial frequency of 
vertical corrugation. The lower part of the figure ·shows
the stereograting threshold, with a peak sensitivity at 
about 0.4 cpd. The right hand portion of the curve rel?re
sents the frequency resolution limit at about 4 cpd, and the 
disparity scaling in the upper portion has been described. 

No disparity modulation can produce sensations of 
depth variations outside these limits, which therefore con
stitute an important rubric for the construction of stereo
grams. This principle is frequently ignored in the 
presentation of stereograms in such fields as biochemistry, 
where stereograms are used for the depiction of large or
ganic molecules·. An example of a DNA helix is shown in 
Fig. 3.15, which may be seen stereoscopically by free
fusion, if the reader is practised at this ability. Note that 
larie rllnieli ,,fdcpth ;,.re vooh\e thrc,uywut the �e, l)ut 
in the complex segment near the centre stereopsis fails, 
because the spatial changes in disparity are too steep for 
the cortex to process. This region of the molecular stereo
gram corresponds to the upper right hand region of the 
disparity modulation space of Fig. 3._14. 

Inhibition in• the Cyclopean 
Domain 

With the-concept of disparity modulation in ·hand, the 
tools of the contrast modulation paradigms can now be 
applied to the disparity domain in order to study such 
questions as the existence of global lateral inhibition. 

Edge Effects 

Lateral inhibition in the global stereoscopic representation 
(as opposed to inhibition across disparity at the same 
visual direction locus) was first inferred by Anstis et al.
(1978). Following the logic of the Craik--O'Brien
Cornsweet illusion, they generated an RDS in which the 
disparity profile was that of a differentiated edge between 
two planes of equal disparity. The perceived depths of the 
two planes differed as ifthey were attached to the disparity 
edge, indicating that the depth on either side of the edge 
was assimilated to some extent into the percei_ved depth of 
the plane into which it physically merged. 

While this is an interesting illusion, its interpretation in 
terms of lateral inhibitory processes is circumstantial. The 
key assumption is that lateral inhibition would tend to 
differentiate a depth edge, and that the differentiated edge 
would then be restored to its undifferentiated form by 
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Fig. 3.15 Conventional stereogram of an organic molecule ( Z-DN A) showing central region in which depth cannot be fully resolved at
a viewing distance of 1 m or more. This is because the disparity/form relationship _exceeds the disparity bandwidth limit at these
distances; the depth becomes visible for closer distances (lower spatial.frequency content). Reproduced with permission (Dickerson 
et al., 1982).· • • 

higher processes. This restoration process. is what gives 
rise to the illusion when the system is presented with a 
physically differentiated depth edge. There would have to 

• be a non-linearity in this process. to generate the non
veridical depth shift. Apart from the implied non
linearity, it may be stretching the point to infer the
presence of lateral inhibition from a demonstration of the
restoration process.

A second approach to the processing involved in edge
effects is to see what happens when edges are removed.
The cyclopean version of this is the study of position dif
ference (or motion) in an edgeless field (or uniform
random-dot array). As discussed in the previous section on
Depth Motion, removing the edge cues renders depth
motion undetectable (Regan et al., 1986). This is exactly
the result predicted from the presence of inhibition
between nearby disparity detectors at the same disparity.
If the strength of inhibition matches· the strength of the
local excitation, then it will null the depth signal for a field
of uniform disparity. In fact, the experiment showed that
the range of the inhibitory interaction for disparity was
about 1°, since the threshold elevation for depth motion
failed for greater dot separations.

Periodic Disparhy Modulation

A more direct demonstration of global lateral inhibition is
obtained from another technique derived from contrast 
modulation experiments. Lateral inhibition should reduce 
the sensitivity to stereograti.ngs of low spatial frequency, 
because they consist mainly of shallow ramps in which the 

strength of the depth signal at any point is approximately 
equal to the sum of the signals some distance on either side 
of that point. Thus the lateral inhibitory network is fully 
stimuiated and produces the maximal reduction in sensi
tivity at low spatial frequencies. High spatial frequency 
stereogratings escape the inhibitory effect because the lat
eral inhibitory network cannot resolve the disparity modu
lation, while the excitatory process still can, up to some 
spatial frequency. (If the excitatory and inhibitory pro
cesses had the same spatial resolution, no purpose would 
be served other than to reduce the response equally for all 
stimuli.) 

0·05 0·1. • 0·2 0·5 

Spatial frequency (c/deg) 

Fig. 3.16 Disparity modulation threshold function { MTF) for
sinusoidal stereogratings, as a functi<>n of the depth corrugation 
frequency. No.te similarity to contrast MTF, except that all 
features occur at about 10 times lower spatial frequency. Increase 
in threshold at very low frequency suggests operation of cyclopean 
lateral inhibition. 
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The disparity modulation threshold function (MTF)
for detection of the presence of sinusoidal stereogratings
over a wide range of corrugation frequencies is shown in
Fig. 3.16. The data were obtained by a forced-<:hoice tech
nique using a dynamic random-dot stereograting genera
tor with a 20° field. There is a linear increase in threshold
in inverse proportion to the reduction in spatial frequency
over the low spatial frequency range from 0.4-0.05 cpd, as
would be predicted from the lateral inhibition mode. This
reduction is unlikely to be due to probability summation
effects resulting from the decreasing number of bars in the
.stimulus, because such effects predict a much more
limited change in threshold (Graham et al., 1978). Note
that the lateral inhibition implied by these data is cy
clopean, since the retinal lateral inhibition network has
only invariant random dots as input.

In comparison with the contrast threshold for lumin
ance gratings, the whole disparity MTF is shifted down in
spatial frequency by about one log unit. The peak sensitiv
ity occurs at about 0.4cpd which corresponds approxi
mately to the resolution limit of the presumed global
inhibitory process ( depending on the exact model of the
interactions between inhibition and excitation).

A curious anisotropy in the extent of cyclopean lateral
inhibition was discovered by Rogers and Graham (1983).
The spatial tuning of disparity modulation was not the
same for vertical (or shearing) disparity modul�tion as for
horizontal (or expansion/contraction} disparity modula
tion. The whole tuning function appeared to be shifted 
down by about a factor of two for horizontal modulations. 
This difference was also built into the depth recovery sys
tem, since no depth illusion was fou�d for the disparity 
version of the Craik-O'Brien-Cornsweet profile when the 
disparity modulation was vertical. 1n both cases, the sti
muli were random-dot stereograms, so there is no doubt 
that the anisotropy is purely stereoscopic in nature. 

The functional significance of this anisotropy may be 
related to ·the inherent constraints of depth extraction 
from horizontal disparity alone. Vertical differences in 
depth may be expressed to any degree of resolution, and 
may be as large as desired, without interfering with their 
presentation by means of horizontal disparity information. 
Horizontal depth ·differences, however, inherently interact 
with the horizontal disparities by which they are presen-

- ted. In principle, no degree of horizontal depth can be
presented without either (a) introducing monocular den
sity variations in the random-dot field, or (b) introducing
extra, non-<:orresponding monocular dots to restore the.
uniformity of the fields. In either case, the resulting confu
sion makes it advantageous to have a lower spatial resolu
tion limit for horizontal than for vertical depth variations.

If the high-frequency resolution limit for horizontal
depth variations is lower, then there are two basic choices
for the remainder of the disparity modulation tuning func-

tion. Either it has the same sensitivity at low frequencies, 
or the low frequency sensitivity is scaled down by the same 
factor as the resolution limit. If the sensitivity is the same 
at low frequencies, the reduced resolution limit implies 
that the sensitivity for intermediate frequencies is lower 
than for vertical depth variations. If, however, the low 

. frequency limit is scaled down· proportionately, then no 
sacrifice of intermediate sensitivity is required. The whole 
sensitivity profile is simply shifted to lower frequencies, or 
larger-scale features in the horizontal direction. 

The measurement of the disparity modulation sensitiv
ity in both dimensions allows the estimation, by inverse 
Fourier transform, of the form of the cyclopean receptive 
field for disparity. The three-dimensional representation 
Fig. 3.17 is coded in terms of a plane r�presenting the two 

Stereoscopic 

Sensitivity 

Fig. 3.17 Disparity receptive field profile at the cyclopean level· 
implied by measurements of disparity MT F. The function depicts 
the supposition that there is lateral inhibition between the 
neurones processing depth images, forming the moat around the 
mound of excitatory response. The function is portrayed as 
anisotropic, extending over about twice the range for horizontal 
as for vertical space. 

dimensions of retinal space, while the ordinate represents 
the activation profile in the Keplerian array. It exhibits an 
excitatory centre with elongation in the horizontal dimen
sions, together with cyclopean lateral inhibition in all 
directions around the central region. Note that this is a 
cyclopean activity profile, not an example of the hyper
cyclopean form processes to be introduced in a subsequ�nt 
section. 

Fine. and Coarse Disparity 

Processing 

Analysis of the Local/ Global Distinction 

As defined above, a local disparity process will be de
scribed as one in which the disparity at one location in the 
field is processed locally without reference to the 4ispa
rities present at other locations, or to other disparities pre-



sent at the same location. However, this does not preclude 
local disparity processes from being affected by retinal 
stimulus features, such as the size and orientation of the 
retinal images carrying the disparity signal. Such local re
tinal processes may also be sensitive to retinal image fea
tures at other locations on the retina, such as retinal lateral 
inhibition. This may be regarde&as a retinal globality (as 
opposed to the cortical globality in which interactions 
occur between local disparity detectors in the cortex). 
Note that_ local processing is not necessarily limited to 
small disparities. In fact, the evidence to be reviewed sug
gests that it is the larger disparities which are processed by 
local mechanisms. 

Global, interactive processing, on the other hand, does 
seem to be limited to the small disparity range. Many 
different types of global processing have been proposed, 
from lateral interactions between disparity detectors to 
iterative computation of the best stereoscopic figure in the 
disparity array. But a definition which encompasses them 
all is that global disparity processing requires interactions 
between local disparity detection mechanisms. 

Fine and Coarse Disparity Processes 

. An orthogonal distinction is the separation of stereoscopic 
i processing into two types, fine and coarse disparity pro

cesses, which has been a feature of many recent theories 
Uulesz, 1978). Each theory incorporates a slightly"differ
ent concept of the fine/coarse division, but they will _be 
briefly reviewed in light of the above definiti!JnS. 

Something of the fine/coarse dichotomy was embodied 
in Ogle's (1950) distinction between patent and qualitative 
stereopsis. He suggested that for small disparities the 
amount of perceived depth was linearly proportional to the 
magnitude of the disparity (patent stereopsis), while for 
larger disparities there was a region of crude depth percep
tion related only to the sign of the disparity (qualitative 
stereopsis). He made no specific suggestion that small and 
large disparities might be processed by two separate 
systems. 

Julesz (1962) developed in algorithmic form the con
cept of a global system that searched for dense planes in 
the local array of disparity detectors that were stimulated 
by the stereoscopic image. This global system was sup
posed to operate only on fine disparities. He also recog
nized the existence of a separate local system that would 
account for the perception of large disparities in the range 
of qualitative stereopsis. Thus he not only postulated sep
arate fine and coarse disparity mechanisms, but associated 
the fine mechanism with both • global and cyclopean 
processing, while the coarse disparity mechanism was 
considered to be local and non-cyclopean. 

Several other theorists have made fine, global pro
cessing of some sort a feature of their models ( e.g. Sper-
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ling, 1970; Richards and Kaye, 1974; Nelson, 1975; Marr 
and Poggio; 1976, 1979; Mayhew and Frisby, 1980). Some 
have also introduced the concept of coarse, local disparity 
processes as a means of signalling the vergence eye move
ment system to bring the image into the range of small 
disparities, for sensory processing by the fine system, 
However, most of these theorists have specifically repudi
ated the idea of perception of large disparities, despite the 
psychophysical evidence for its occurrence. They there
fore cannot be regarded as suggesting a fine/coarse distinc
tion in the sensory processing of disparity for perception. 

In summary, although the idea of a separation between 
fine and coarse processes for depth perception has been 
mooted in various forms, it has not been a central concern 
of previous theorists, who have usually concentrated on 
either fine or coarse mechanisms without considering the 
relative.roles of the two. 

Pyknostereopsis and Diastereopsis in 
Cyclopean Perception 

An interesting example of a fine/coarse disparity distinc
tion is the dichotomy that occurs for perception of depth 
from small and large disparities within the cortical rep
resentation of the Keplerian array. A formal distinction 
between fine and coarse cyclopean disparity mechanisms 
is suggested by the existence of different perceptual 
phenomena in the two disparity ranges. One of the more 
direct examples· is in the appearance of perceptual trans
parency for multiple depth planes. Thus, when one views 
an RDS containing two overlaid disparity planes . with a 
small disparity separation, they are fused to form the per
ception of a single dense plane. This perceptual range will 
be termed pykno-stereopsis (from the Greek for dense). In 
the range of larger disparity separations between the two 
overlaid disparity stimuli two transparent depth surfaces 
may be seen, and this percept will be termed dia-stereopsis 
(from the Greek for separate or transparent). Within the 
pyknostereoscopic range there is depth averaging of the 
depths of the component planes (Fig. 3.18(a)), while the 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.18 (a) Depiction of the pyknostereoscopic range in which
two disparity planes give a percept of a single thick depth plane. 
(b) For larger separations between the disparity planes a
diastereoscopic percept of two transparent planes is obtained.
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diastereoscopic range gives a percept of transparency 
(Fig. 3.18(b)), which is the three-dimensional equivalent 
of the lateral diplopia when the range of binocular fusion is 
exceeded. 

The distinction between the fused depth range of 
pyknostereopsis and the transparent surfaces of dias
tereopsis has important theoretical implications. For ex
ample, all models of stereopsis which rely on the 
determination of a single optimum surface within the dis
parity matrix presented to the eyes, fail to account for the 
perception of coexistent diaphanous surfaces in RDS. 
Such surfaces are visible to many observers in the ambi
guous stereograms generated by Julesz and Johnson 
( 1968), although those authors reported that only one sur
face was seen at a time. The use of dynamic RDS noise 
probably enhances the diastereoscopic percept, since all

points in each disparity plane are continually being re
freshed. 

Schumer (1979) was the first to study depth averaging 
in the pyknostereoscopic range using dynamic RDS sti
muli. He found that the averagin·g was app�oximately 
linear for a .variety of stereofigures and flat planes, up to 
disparities of about 20'. Beyond this value the two separate 
stereofigures were perceived and no averaging of the 
separate depth surfaces occurred. Akerstrom and Todd 
( 1988) report transparency percepts for 14' disparity sep
aration -µp to about 0.5° of disparity from the fixation point. 
for a little as a 300 ms presentation time. 

Since depth can be perceived up to two degrees in 
RDS (Tyler af\d J ulesz, 1980), the ± 20' range of pykno
stereopsis is only a small fraction of the range of global 
stereopsis. Furthermore, perception of multiple depth 
planes is not possible in local stereopsis (Foley, 19�6), so it 
must be regarded as a global stereoscopic phenomenon. 
This means that both fine and coarse mechanisms exist 
within the range of cyclopean stereopsis. 

An interesting example of a diastereoscopic image was 
presented by Kaufman et al. (1973), based on Panum's 
limiting case of two points in one eye corresponding to the 
same point in the other eye. This case can occur .in real 
space if two points are aligned with respect to one eye, 
which will then see a single point, while the other eye will

view them at an angle and therefore see b�th separately. 
Computationally, this case is of interest. because it can 
show whether a computer algorithm (or the visual sys
tem), embodies a uniqueness constraint of one to one 
matching of points, or whether it allows each point to be 
matched any number of times, as implied by the Kep�
lerian projection. 

• • 

Fig. 3.19 shows the cyclopean version of Panum's 
limiting case produced by Kaufman et al. (1973) by 
adding the right eye's RDS image to that of the left eye. 
When fused, the stereoscopic percept in the central dia
mond region demonstrates ·that, not only can the visual 

Fig. 3.19 Conventional stereogram depicting a diastereoscopic
percept of two depth planes in the central square region. The 
disparities in this region derive from the special situation 
(Panum's limiting case) of each single dot in one's eye image 
corresponding with two dots in the other 

system make both matches in violation of the uniqueness 
constraint, but it can use the two depth levels to form a 
diastereoscopic appearance of two planes of dots by global 
filling-in between the dots. 

Related Psychophysical Distinctions 

There are other functional differences that seem to be 
related to the same dense/transparent distinction. With a 
psychophysical technique, Mitchell and Baker (1973) 
found that the depth after-effect produced by prolonged 
inspection of a disparate line target was optimal for a 5' 
adapting stimulus, but could not be obtained for dispa
rities greater than 15-20'. Blakemore and Julesz (1971) 
performed a similar study for cyclopean stimuli, and re
ported that their best disparity after-effect occurred for 
adaptation to disparities up to 10' for a static RDS. The 
depth after-effects produced by the inspection of disparate 
stimuli thus seem to be characteristic of fine disparities of 
less than 20', rather than coarse disparities. 

Even finer tuning was described by Long and Over 
(1974) for disparity-selective adaptation in RDS. A large 
threshold elevation (of luminance for detecting the target 
depth) was observed following adaptation to an RDS of 
the same disparity. This threshold elevation was almost 
abolished by adaptation to a target disparity differing by 
ony 2' (e.g. adaptation at 6' and test at 4' disparity). How
ever, the experiment is open to the objection that the same 
random-dot noise was used for the test and mask condi
tions, so that_ the adapta_tion could have been pattern
specific radier than disparity specific. The implication that 
the disparity bandwidth' of the depth-sensitive mech
anisms was less than± 2' was not supported by depth dis
crimination experiments following adaptation to a 
disparity of 6'. On a narrow bandwidth model, one would 
expect this adaptation stimulus to have no effect on depth 
discrimination outside the disparity bandwidth. In fac� 
the point of zero depth was shifted from O to about i' 
disparity (as expected from the Blakemore/Julesz result), 



�plying disparity bandwidths_ of_ considerabl�. greaterfW}dth. An attempt to resolve thJS <lJScrepancy with a full 
1i'ange of adaptation conditions would be desirable. Another effect that occurs only in the fine disparity region of pyknostereopsis is induced movement)n the disparity domain (Norcia and Tyler, unpublished observations). A dynamic RDS containedla set of stereoscopic bars alternating between two positions in depth while the intervening regions remained fixed in depth. At small disparities the alternating bars induced counterphase motion in their stationary neighbours. At larger disparities, induc- • • tion was not seen. Here again, the different perceptualproperties of the fine and coarse disparity regions supportthe existence of a separate fine process.A different approach to the fine/coarse distinction is theuse of eye movements as an index of the initial learningbehaviour for depth perception in RDS (Saye and Frisby,1975). Monocular contours were used to guide the eyemovements of naive observers in viewing RDS. A markedimprovement was found for large disparity stereograms,. but no effect was seen when using small (S') disparities. A! variety of different paradigms thus give dich�tomous bei haviour which point to a coarse/fine ·distinctiop. in the, range of 5-2_0' disparity. •
j Neurophysiological Studies 

Until recently, neurophysiological studies had concentrated on showing neural selectivity to specific disp�rities. •.Anew approach was taken by Poggio and Fischer (1977), 
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Disparity Fig. 3.20 Four classes of binocular disparity sensitivity in
monkey cortex: (a) binocular facilitation; (b) binocular 
occlusion; ( c) monocular crossed and ( d) monocular uncrossed 
sensitivities 
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who suggested that binocular interactions of neurones in the behaving monkey cortex may be grouped into four classes (chapter 11 by Poggio). As illustrated in Fig. 3.20, neurones which are predominantly binocular (in the classic sense of having identifiable receptive fields for monocular stimulation of each eye) tend to show a region of either binocular facilitation (a) or binocular occlusion (b). More surprisingly, they foun<l th,\t cells with classically monocular receptive fields showed binocular facilitation . for either crossed (c) or uncrossed (d) disparities only. Whereas the type (a) cells showed facilitation in a narrow range around zero disparity, types .(c) and (d) tended to show disparity selectivity over ·a 'large range of either crossed or uncrossed disparities. These results suggest a neural basis for fine and coarse stereopsis, based on different types of receptive field wiring rather than different ranges of the same type of receptive field. Re�eptive field type (a) would correspond to fine stereopsis, while types ( c) and ( d) would provide the basis.for coarse stereopsis. The inhibitory type (b) might well be involved in the mechanism of binocular rivalry. It could interact with the stereoscopic system by activating the suppression of stereopsis when stimuli occur beyond a certain range of disparities, or beyond a certai.p. proportion of binocular mismatches. A further question of interest is whether cyclopean vision is processed by the neural streams associated with the parvocellular (P) or the magnocellular (M) layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). In primates, the M stream has been. associated with peripheral vision, low contrast operation, and motion processing; while the P stream has been associated with central visio·n, colour processing, high contrast operation, and sustained position sensitivity (Schiller and Malpeli, 1978; Derrington and Lennie, 1984; Kapla)l and Shapley, 1986; Hubel and Livingstone, 1987; De Yoe and van Essen, 1988). On the face of it, therefore, one might expect that the P system was the best candidate as the substrate for cyclopean vision. Evidence in support of a parvocellular component to stereopsis is reported by Schiller et al. (1988), by the use of a highly ingenious paradigm. Monkeys were trained to make eye fixations towards one of eight target locations in a circle around the initial point of fixation. Local lesions were then made in the parvocellular layers of the LGN corresponding to one of the target locations, and in the magnocellular layers corresponding to a different location . Random:..aot stereogram targets were then presented successively at each location, allowing evaluation of the relative effects ofM and P lesions on cyclopean vision. (Many other tasks were also assessed in this manner.) The results were that fixations for both detection and discrimination of depth in RDS stimuli were strongly disrupted at the location corresponding to the P lesion, particularly for fine 



64 Binocular Visiondot arrays. Both cyclopean tasks were essentially unaffected at the M lesion location. These experiments are unequivocal in identifying the P system as the substrate for fine cyclopean stereopsis. The fact that stereopsis for coarse dot arrays partially survived at the P lesion site, together with other evidence (Livingstone and Hubel, 1987; De Yoe and van Essen, 1988), suggests the possibility that the M system may be the substrate for coarse stereopsis. A final physiological division that deserves mention arose from the discovery of neurones (8-37% of cells tested) sensitive to dynamic cyclopean stereopattems (Poggio 
et al., 1985). Although almost all such cells were of the complex type of classic receptive-field with balanced input from the two eyes, their cyclopean disparity sensitivities fell into two classes, regardless of their disparity sensitivity for contrast figures. The majority (70%) of the cyclopean neurones were selectively sensitive to disparity within the range of binocular interaction (i.e. some part of the interaction range was inhibitory). The remainder of these neurones had a flat, or non-selective, disparity response throughout the range. Once again, the narrow and broad disparity-tuning classes may relate to the pykno/diastereoscopic distinction in the perception of RDS. 
Evoked Potential Studies Further support for local/global mechanisms in human cyclopean stereopsis comes from the_ evoked potential study by Norcia et al. (1985). Tµey used a dynamic RDS in which a depth plane alternated between equal crossed 

and uncrossed disparity pos1tions, and recorded the evoked potential synchronized to each stimulus event (reversal of the disparity plane from crossed to uncrossed, or vice versa). A fixation marker with nonius lines was provided to control vergence eye movements. The differentiation between fine and coarse disparity mechanisms was evident in the data ofN_orcia et al. ( 1985) for three measures: response amplitude, response phase, and delay of the response with respect to the stimulus. As shown in Fig. 3.21, the response amplitude showed a peak at about 15' disparity with a pronounced dip followed by a second peak as disparity was increased. The phases of the responses were different for the small and large disparities, and were separated by as much as 180° between the two peaks (15 and 70'). The delay computed at these _peak amplitudes was about SO ms shorter for the coarse disparity mechanism than for the fine disparity mechanism. It may be concluded that the two ranges of disparity are processed by discrete, separable mechanisms which may correspond to Poggio and-Fischer's (1977) binocular neural classes (a) for fine disparities and (c and d) for coarse disparities respectively. However, for this association to mesh with the identification of fine stereopsis with the P s.ystem and coarse stereopsis with the M system, onewould have to predict a segregation of th_e two cell typesinto the M and P representations in primary visual cortex.Both M and P inputs from the LGN have distinct path-. ways through· the cortical structures, but their relation .with the tuned and crossed/uncrossed neural types forstereopsis has not yet been established.4001 AMN
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Hysteresis in Cyclopean Perception 

Global Hysteresis 

Hysteresis in global stereopsis was first described by Fen
der and Julesz (1967). Using a binocularly stabilized eye 
movement system they founo that the mean disparity in 
RDS could be increased to about 2° before the stereosco
pic percept.was destroyed, but that the disparity then had 
to be reduced to less than 10' for stereopsis to be reacti
vated. It is important to note that this was specifically a 
stereoscopic depth hysteresis and should not be con
sidered relevant to the binocular fusion system, since it is 
difficult to tell whether an RDS is binocularly fused or not. 
A much smaller range of hysteresis was found for the 
binocular fusion of line stereograms. 

On� problem in interpreting the Fender and Julesz 

result as a true hysteresis is that the RDS contained 
a central square with a disparity of l O in relation to the 
surround, so it may be that differential attention to these 
two disparity planes could have produced part of the 
result. 

A poss_ible explanation for the hysteresis effect comes 
from the rivalry system, as proposed by Julesz and Tyler 
(1976). Once stereopsis has been destroyed, the rivalry 

mechanism· could operate to interdict stereoscopic pro
cessing until the disparity was small enough to fall within 

. the fusion range. At this· point. stereoscopic processing 
would no longer be inhibited by the rivalry mechanism, 
and depth could again be perceived. If there was recipro
cal inhibition of the rivalry mechanism by the stereoscopic 
one, the rivalry mechanism would then remain suppressed 
by the activation of the stereoscopic mechanism as dispar
ity was increased, until stereopsis itself failed. This expla
nation parsimoniously enlists the . known switching 
behaviour of the rivalry system to explain the hys
teresis,and does not require the ad hoc concept of addi
tional hysteresis within the global stereoscopic process 
itself. 

A second type of specialized global mechanism has been 
described by Julesz and Chang (1976). Using ambiguous 
dynamicRDSs in which two planes were potentially visible 
at equal disparities in front of and behind fixation, these 
investigators seeded- one of the planes by introducing a 
small percentage (4-25%) of unambiguous points. For 
presentation times as short as 50 ms the seeding intro
duced a strong dominance in the direction of the seeded 
disparity, which persisted at a reduced strength even when 
the seeding points were at a different disparity than the 
ambiguous planes. This seeding effect argues for a rapid 
parallel processing of the disparity image, with pooling 
between detectors at different disparities within the 
cyclopean image. 
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St�reoscopic Learning and Vergence 

One form of hysteresis in cyclopean vision is the improve
ment in depth perception time following prior exposure to 
the same stereogram. Vergence eye movements have been 
invoked in a number of theories of stereoscopic processing 
(Sperling, 1970; Julesz, 1971;. Marr and Poggio, 1979). If
the range of disparities covered by the cortical disparity 
detectors were small; ·vergence eye movements would 
allow the processing of each part of a stereoscopic scene to 
be entered piece by piece into some higher perceptual 
representation of the full range of three-dim�nsional 
space. Such a process is taken to ·account for the ability to 
improve the perception of RDS with continued exposure. 
After the initial presentation of a stereogram, the vergence 
system is already primed as to the appropriate fixation 
procedure, and depth could thus be achieved more rapidly 
than on the initial exposure. 

Although vergence movements are undoubtedly 
important for binocular alignment, there are a number of 
problems with assigning them a major role in stereoscopic 
perception. The first of these is the large range of stereop
sis without eye movements. 
- Experiments which purport to demonstrate that eye
movements increase the range of perceived depth (e.g.
Fo.ley and Richards, 1972) have been confounded by the
influence of non-stereoscopic cues to depth from the ver
gence angle itself, whitjl is a difficult factor to dissociate .
Other experiments suggest that the use of convergence
does not enhance depth perception in complex random
dot stereograms (Frisby and Clatworthy, 1975). On bal
ance, therefore, it appears that suprathreshold stereopsis is
not enhanced by vergence eye movements.

If, as J1,ilesz (1971) and others have suggested, im
proved vergence performance were the explanation for 
stereoscopic learning in RDS, then preceding the expo
sure of the RDS by a stimulus which covers the relevant 
vergence range should also improve perception time for 
stereopsis. Frisby and Clatworthy (1975) conducted such 
an experiment for an RDS of a complex spiral, using as a 
preceding stimulus a physical model of the spiral which 
was also covered with random dots. They further included 
test conditions in which non-cyclopean contours outlined 
the stereofigure, and in which the observers were required 
to fixate on a fixation point within the stereogram. None of 
these conditions had a significant effect on the perception 
time for the test stereogram compared with the control 
condition without a preceding stimulus, either on first 
presentation or during the subsequent learning phase. 
Other conditions, in which verbal descriptions of the 
stimulus preceded the presentation, actually showed re
tardation of perception time. 

Thus not only did the contours, which were designed as. 
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a guide for eye movements, not improve the stereoscopic 
performance, but prohibition of eye movements by re
quiring fixation did not degrade stereoscopic perform
ance. Apparently, vergence movements play rio role in the 
perception of complex RDS containing disparities up to 
1 •. Furthermore, such learning as did occur w:as essentially 
complete by the third trial, so that. the phenomenon of 
stereoscopic learning was largely confined to naive ob
servers and perhaps difficult types of stei:eogram. This 
observation again tends to minimize the role of vergence in 
mature stereopsis. 

Curiously, Frisby ( 1979) seems to disregard these find
ings, and favours the vergence hypothesis of stereoscopic 
learning, although his own evidence (Saye and Frisby, 
1975) shows that it applies only under extreme disparity 
conditions with a single square stereofigure. Under these 
extreme conditions the vergence information may indeed 
have provided a non-stereoscopic cue to depth. Disparity 
distributions in the real world are generally more ·like a 
complex stereogram with multiple, graded surfaces than a 
single square standing at a disparity of 1 •. The Frisby and 
Oatworthy (1975) study shows that vergence eye move-· 
ments provide no advantage for depth perception in· such 
realistically complex stimuli. 

Neurontropy and the Effects of 

Binocular Correlation 

Uncorrelated RDS 

Use of binocularly uncorrelated RDS as a stimulus to 
perception was introduced by Tyler (1974c, 1977a) and 
Julesz and Tyler (1976; 1978). They showed that the ran
dom disparity relationships present in the Keplerian array 
for uncorrelated RDS can give rise to random depth rela
tionships. Although the local depth relationships are 
readily visible in uncorrelated dynamic noise, they do not 
seem to be so apparent in static stimuli, where uncor
related images tend to give rise to rivalry rather than to 
stereopsis Gulesz, 1971). 

There has been a recent report that uncorrelated RDS 
can produce genuine depth percepts (O'Shea and Blake, 
1987). Observers reported that uncorrelated areas ap
peared at different mean depths from the adjacent, corre
lated areas in their stimuli. This percept was dubbed by 
the term rivaldepth, although no rivalry is observed in 
dynamic uncorrelated noise: Moreover, it was claimed 
that this is depth seen in the absence of disparity. 
Although there was no coherent disparity information 
present in the uncorrelated areas, the wide variety of dis
parity information contained in the Keplerian array under 
uncorrelated conditions (Tyler, 1977a) should not be 
ignored. 

The phenomenological depth data of O'Shea and Blake 
(1987) varied widely between observers, and were related 
to . variations in binocular vergence. the measurements 
indicated that the depth perceived by each observer in the 
uncorrelated regions was related to the individual's 
amount of fixation disparity. The obvious expectation is 
that the uncorrelated regions should be perceived near the 
depth of the fixation point, where the greatest density of 
disparity-selective cells respond. So, for crossed fixation 
disparity, the uncorrelated region should have appeared at 
a depth in front of the correlated surround. 

In fact, the converse was the case. The perceived depth 
from uncorrelation went in the opposite direction from the 
prediction based on the position of the horopter. This 
interesting result poses a challenge for models of disparity 
processing. It can, however, be explained by a model of 
conjugate disparity inhibition (Tyler, 1975a), on the as
sumption that the inhibition has some spatial spread. The 
presence.of the fused surround with, say, crossed disparity 
would then induce conjugate inhibition of uncrossed dis
parities spreading into the uncorrelated centre region. 
Such inhibition would then tilt the predominant depth in 
the uncorrelated region towards the front, i.e. in the oppo
site direction from the fixation disparity, in accord with 
the observations. 

Cyclopean -Lustre 

·Binocular lustre is the final class of perception which can
occur with non-corresponding stimuli. It occurs in areas
of uniform illumination in which the luminance or colour
is different for the two eyes. It was described by early
authors in visual science, su�.h as Panum (1858) and·
Helmholtz (1866) as a kind of lustrous or shimmering
surface of indeterminate depth.

In fact, the lustrous appearance of surfaces like a waxed
tabfetop or a car body is essentially due to binocular lustre.
It results from the different position of partially reflected
objects in the surface by virtue of the different position of 
the two eyes. This kind of lustrous appearance is distinct
from both the shininess of a surface as seen by reflected
highlights, and from the dear depth image seen in a mir
ror. The lustrous surface has a translucent quality of depth
due to diffusion from the surface, providing a fixation
plane at which the large disparities of the partial reflections
produce areas of binocular luminance difference.

That the phenomenortofbinocular lustre has been lar
gely ignored over the past century, except as an incidental
observation, is surprising in view of the fact that it is quali
tatively different from depth, diplopia or rivalry. The lus
trous region is not localizable in depth, but. it seems
unitary and does not fluctuate in the manner of binocular 
rivalry. More recent studies Uulesz, 1960; Julesz _and 
Tyler, 1976; Tyler and Julesz, 1976) have demonstrated 



that binocular lustre may also be observed in static and 
dynamic visual noise of opposite contrast in the two eyes. 
When the dots are identical in the two eyes they are per
ceived as fused, while when they are complemented in 
contrast in the two eyes the perception. is of a lustrous 
surface. For the condition of identical dots, fusion will 
persist even though the dots are tapidly changing in pos
ition, providing that they always· occupy corresponding· 
positions in the two eyes. Such a stimulus provides an 
opportunity, to examine the speed of cyclopean fusion and 
defusion in complex stimuli. A change from matching 
luminance to complementary contrast between the eyes is 
invisible to either eye alone when the noise is dynamically 
changing. 

Julesz and Tyler (1976) used this paradigm to show 
that, for a large dynamic noise field, the average time re
quired for perception of a binocularly-identical field inter
posed between two periods of lustrous stimuli 
(complemented fields) was 30ms. Remarkably, the mean 
time required for the detection of the complemented (lus
trous) array between two periods ·of binocularly fused 
noise was only 4 ms. This anisotropy between correlation 
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Fig. 3.22 Spatial integration properties for cyclopean 
correlation events ( upper curve) compared with cyclopean 
decorrelation events (lower curve). Thresholds are expressed in 
terms of the stimulus duration required for detection of the 
cyclopean event ( which is monocularly non-existent). The 
spatial integration regions indicated by the point of levelling of 
the functions are the same for both tasks 
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and decorrelation events can give clues as to the cyclopean 
processing mechanisms. As a further exploration of this 
effect, they varied the field size of the correlation change to 
dete�mine whether the anisotropy concerned spatial 
integration or temporal attributes of processing. If there 
were a spatial component, then the spatial integration areas 
for the two complementary tasks should differ. The results 
are depicted in Fig. 3.22, and show that the duration re
quired for detection bears a roughly constant ratio of more 
than a log unit for all field• sizes. The critical integration 
area was about 2° square for both tasks. Thus the aniso
tropy must involve differences in temporal processing, 
since the spatial integration properties are the same for the 
two phenomena. 

The cyclopean correlation/decorrelation anisotropy is 
surprising in view of the fact that the change of informa
tion is mathematically identical for the two tasks. The only 
difference is which change came first. Since the neural 
processing of the binocular information was anisotropic, it 
did not conform t9 the mathematical properties of en
tropy, and was instead given a new name, neurontropy. 
This kind of temporal anisotropy was a particular property 
of the fusion/lustre mechanism. No equivalent effect was 
found for a comparable stereoscopic task. 

The remarkable performance of lustre detection in a 
presentation time of only a few milliseconds is the most 
rapid yet demonstrated for any cyclopean task, and sug
gests that binocular lustre is a phenomenon worth further 

• - study with cyclppean paradigms.

Hypercyclopean Perception 

Up to this point, the main focus of this chapter has been 
the development of a useful representation of the 3D 
depth image from the multiplicity of disparity information 
present in the Keplerian array. Having developed such a 
representation, the question arises as to how this might be 
processed to gain an appreciation of the forms, shapes and 
structure of the depth image. Such processes may be de
fined as the hypercyclopean level of analysis (Tyler, 
1975d), as distinct from the cyclopean processes giving 
rise to the depth image itself. 

The concept ofhypercyclopean analysis applies to those 
neural processes beyond the basic disparity analysis, for 
which the disparity image on the Keplerian array acts as 
the input signal. This concept may be best understood by 
analogy with the primary cortical processing of retinal 
information. It is well established that images·processed 
by the retina are subsequently analysed by cortical neur
ones, whose retipal receptive fields have a variety of spec
ific characteristics. In the same way, it is possible that 
higher-level neurones in cortex may have receptive fields 
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at the level of the cyclopean depth image. These hypercy
clopean receptive fields would have characteristics defined 
in terms of the form of the cyclopean image, but indepen
dent of its specific disparity values (i.e. which particular 
disparity is stimulated at any given retinal location). 

The existence of such a hypercyclopean level of pro
cessing can be demonstrated by means of an adaptation 
paradigm (Tyler, 1975d). The analogy is with the demon
stration of cortical involvement in the processing of lumin
ance gratings by adaptation to drifting gratings on the 
retina. If it is arranged by means of fixation (Blakemore 
and Campbell, 1969) or image stabilization (Kelly and 
Burbeck, 1980) that the grating is drifting smoothly on the 
retina, there can be no retinal afterimage; hence the 
threshold elevation, which is specific to both spatial fre
quency and orientation of the adapting grating, must be 
occilrring at a higher (presumably cortical) level of pro
cessing. 

In an analogous fashion, if adaptation is found for a 
stereograting that is moving across the retina, it cannot 
produce a local disparity after-effect. Ad�ptation to the 
depth features as such represents the activity of a level 
of form .processing beyond that of the cyclopean pro
cessing of local disparity per se. The properties of such 
adaption can then be used to explore the attributes of 
hypercyclopean form processing. 

Hypercyclopean Specificity for Depth 
• Corrugation Frequency

There are several lines of evidence that suggest the exist
ence of such hypercyclopean channels selectively tuned to
the. depth corrugation frequency (as opposed to spatial
frequency properties of the random dots in the monocular
contrast image).

The first was the demonstration of a hypercyclopean
size after-effect (Tyler, 1975d) was based on the contrast
paradigm of Blakemore and Sutton (1969), which showed
a perceived spatial frequency shift in a contrast grating
after adaptation to one of a slightly different spatial fre
quency. In the hypercyclopean experiment, adaptation to
a random-dot stereograting of one corrugation ·frequency
produced the perception of an increased corrugation fre
quency in a stereograting of slightly higher spatial fre
quency, and a corresponding decrease after adaptation to a
slightly lower spatial frequency. The use of scanning eye
movements during adaptation ensured that there was no

• local disparity adaptation, and inspection of a flat plane of 
random dots showed no tendency for it to appear corru
gated. Instead, the shift in corrugation frequency was a
hypercyclopean effect, requiring the adaptation within the
processing of corrugation frequency as such. The result is
suggestive of the existence of channels selective to the
spatial frequency of disparity modulation.

Schumer and Ganz (1979) also used an adaptation 
paradigm to investigate stereograting size specificity. 
They adapted for eight minutes to one spatial frequency of 
disparity modulation and measured. the threshold elev
ation for stereogratings across a range of spatial frequen
cies. Adaptation was maximal at the spatial frequency of 
the adapting stereograting, and showed a rather broad 
function with a bandwidth of about ± 1 -octa.ve around 
each adapting frequency. 

An alternative to the adaptation paradigm is the nar
rowband masking paradigm introduced by Stromeyer and 
Julesz (1972) for contrast gratings. By masking the test 
grating with a one-octave band of noise at various centre 
frequencies, they showed that frequency-selective chan
nels in the contrast domain extended throughout the su
prathreshold range, with bandwidths similar to those 
found by the threshold adaptation paradigm. Use of a 
comparable technique for cyclopean stereogratings con
firmed. the existence a hypercyclopean tuned channels 
(Tyler, 1983), but they exhibited a frequency selectivity 
which was much narrower than found with the adaptation 
paradigm. 

Further evidence of such specialization is indicated by 
the difference in slopes of the cyclopean upper disparity 
limit (CUDL) for a single square in depth versus a stereo
grating. In RDS the CUDL for a single square increases 
-with the square root of area, whereas the CUDL for a
stereograting increases in direct proportion to the size of 
each cycle. A similar difference in slope is apparent for a·
single-cycle versus periodic modulation of the disparity in 
line stereograms (Tyler, 1973). These differences imply
that specialized processing is involved in the perception of 
periodic disparity stimuli, in accord with the concept of 
channels selective for periodic disparity modulation.

Hypercyclopean Orientation Specificity 
An argument similar to that adduced for channels tuned to 
spatial frequency can be developed_ for the existence of 
orientation specificity in the hypercyclopean domain. An 
experiment in support of this idea (Tyler, 1975d), was 
based on the well known tilt after-effect paradigm ( Gibson 
and Radner, 1937; Campbell and Maffei, 1971). Adapta
tion to a stereograting with an orientation at some angle 
away from horizontal produced a perceived tilt in a hori
zontal test stereograting. The magnitude of tilt after-effect 
is plotted as a functi6it of orientation difference between 
test and adapting stereogratings in Fig. 3.23. This has a 
conventional form but peaks at about 25° in comparison to 
the 12° peak obtained for contrast gratings (Campbell and 
Maffei, 1971). 

One can ask whether the hypercyclopean tilt after-effect 
is independent of the contrast tilt after-effect, or whether 
there is any cross-adaptation between them. The relative 
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Fig. 3.23 Hypercyclopean after-effect of adaptation to 
orientation tJJ bars of a stereograting. Angle perceived as 
horizonial for test stereograting is shown as a function of 
adapting orientation. Note that the after-effect peaks at 
orientations of about 25" from horizontal, implying" 
hypercyclopean channels with an orientation tuning somewhat 
broader than for contrast channels. 

degree of cross-adaptation indicates the extent to which 
the two systems share a common pathway. Cross
adaptation was tested by adapting to a contrast grating of 
the same spatial frequency and measuring the tilt after
effect obtained in a stereograting (which, it should be em
phasized, had no orientation specificity in the contrast 
domain, i.e. in the random-dot matrix). A cross
adaptation tilt after-effect was obtained, but with about 
half the magnitude of the pure hypercyclopean effect (or, 
indeed, the pure contrast effect). It was therefore con
cluded that there are ·some oriented elements common to 
the two systems. Since the cyclopean stimulus specifi
cation essentially precludes a common basis at the early 
stages of visual processing, it seems mostly likely that this 
common orientation specificity occurs even beyond the 
hypercyclopean level. Perhap� there is a high level orien
ted map of the visual world that draws together the orien
tation information from previous levels, ·and is slightly 
rotated by adaptation to either contrast or cyclopean form 
information. 

A hypercyclopean orientation specificity of a differen� 
type is the variation in the basic sensitivity for cyclopean 
bar targets as a function of orientation. The classic oblique. 
effect of reduced sensitivity for oblique lines must be attri
buted to orientation-selective cells in cortex processing the 
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output of.non-oriented LGN cells: In the same way, sen
sitivity• for variations in cyclopean orientation should 
imply a selective processing for cyclopean images of cer
tain orientations. However, this logic should apply only 
where the original metric can be deemed to be isotropic. 
Stere9psis is not isotropic, but relies exclusively op hori
zontal disparities. This means that there is a horizontal 
confound between disparity and position which is absent 

• i� th<:. yertj�\t�erisio�·: C.Onsequen�y, one would pre
dict a horizontal/vertical anisotropy at the cyclopean level
of processing, but no oblique effect on this basis.

The expected horizontal/vertical anisotropy in sensitiv
ity for oriented cyclopean bars has already been described.
In addition, a hypercyclopean oblique effect has been re
ported by Mustillo et al. ( 1988), corresponding to the obli
que effect for contrast targets. They measured orientation
discrimination for cyclopean bar targets around horizon
tal, vertical and· the two main oblique axes. At optimal
disparities, orientation could be discriminated to an ac
curacy of better than 1° for horizontal cyclopean bars, but
was significantly worse for vertical bars, and four times
poorer for both oblique orienations. Thus oblique cy
clopean targets were more difficult to discriminate on the
basis of purely cyclopean cues, a result which is difficult to
explain on the basis of a cyclopean anisotropy of stereosco
pic connectivity. It seems to require the:: existence of 
orientation-selective hypercyclopean mechanisms viewing
the cyclopean image, with lower sensitivity or representa-
• tion on the oblique.meridians.

• .. • 

Hypercyclopean Specificity fot Inclination 
in Depth 

The previous section addressed the question of cyclopean 
orientation specificity only for the two frontal dimensions 
of orientation. The three-dimensional nature of stereosco
pic space also permits the representation of inclination in 
the third (depth) dimension. Is there a specialized pro
cessing ofsuch inclination in depth? Qne way to examine 
this is to look for visual illusions which are specific to 
inclination. 

In his studies of cyclopean visual illusions, J ulesz ( 1971) 
coded all his visual illusions in two-dimensional frontal 
planes, using disparity only as a code to replace the bright
ness levels of the classic illusions. One can also ask whether 
there· are (cyclopean) illusions in the third dimension of 
space. Tyler.(1983) demonstrated a cyclopean depth ver
sion of the Zollner illusion with planar tilt induced by 
small tilted strips like a venetian blind·. This illusion can be 
explained in terms of interactions between the mech
anisms for the orientation of the tilted strips and those 
for the overall plane orientation .(Tyler and Nakayama, 
1984). 

Thus it appears that there are orientation interactions 
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for inclination in depth. Since the cyclopean presentation
contains no associated cues to monocular tilt, the mech
anism must be different from _those involved in.the classic
illusions of orientation. Mechanisms at the global cy
clopean level are equally unable to·account for the effect,
since the processes should be the ·same in each bar, and
therefore cause no perceived inclination of th� overall pla-
nes. Only interactions specific to the inclination of t:l}e
cyclopean. plane constitute a sufficient explanation for the
results,·and therefore represent a hypercyclopean selectiv
ity for inclination in depth.

Hypercyclopean Object Constancy 

As a further exten_sion into the realms of complex space
perception, one can approach the question of object con
stancy from the· perspective of stereoscopic processing.
Object constancy is the ability to perceive an object as
having a rigid three-dimensional structure even while the
retinal image is distorted as the object rotates or moves
about in space. Although the contours of th«? object are
undergoing continuous transformation, the brain often
has the c;apability to reduce the motions to a 'single projec
tive transformation, within which the .object retains its
rigid form. 

This concept can be applied to transformations of
stereoscopic images. When an RDS is rotated, or the ob
server moves around with respect to the stereogram, the
• cyclopean form is perl'.:eived as undergoing shape distor
tions in the form of relative motion between the different
disparity planes Qulesz, 1971). This motion- percept
occurs even though the monocular half-images consist of
flat planes in which there is no objective relative motion.
This induced stereomovement has been attributed to the
operation of object constancy (Tyler, 1974b); since it
occurs at depth edges where the planes at different depths
should mov(? past each other if the stereoscopic form were
a rigid object undergoing rotation. When the object does
not behave as expected, the stereoscopic object seems
to become distorted in a • non-rigid fashion. This non
rigid distortion induces a perception of relative motion
of the stereoscopic planes, even when none exists in the
stimulus.

The dynamic characteristics of the object constancy
process were measured by determining the sensitivity li
mits for induced stereomovement as a function of tem
poral frequency of rotation (Tyler, 1974b). At low
frequencies the object constancy mechanism, as evinced
by the induced stereomovement effect, had thresholds of
about three times the amplitude of the stereomovement .
threshold itself. Thus object constancy required much 
more motion for its activation than did depth motion de
tection. Moreover, as frequency was increased the object
constancy mechanism progressively failed, and no
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Fig. 3.24 Temporal response range for .the perception of rigidity 
by the cyclopean object constancy mechanism. The cyclopean 
pyramid was seen as moving rigidly in the zone marked 'RIGID 
ROTATION', but is perceived as undergoing plastic 
deformation for larger depth oscillations, marked 'llfDUCED 
STEREO MOVEMENT DISTORTION'· 

induced stereomovement was seen above about 5 Hz,
which was still close to the peak sensitivity for binocular

'movement perception (Fig. 3.24). ·A striking observation
was that in the region where induced stereomovement was
absent, substantial stereoscopic rotation could be per
ceived, and the stereoscopic form actually appeared to be a
rotating rigid object. Thus there seems to be a clear per
ceptual dissociation between the properties of the stereo-
movement and object constancy • systems, ·in that
ster-eomovement could be processed at much faster rates
than object constancy. 
Cyclopean Portrayal of Ill�sions

One of the early elaborations of the cyclopean paradigm,
which may possibly have hypercyclopean implications,
was in the study of the classic visual illusions. Papert
(1961) and Julesz (1971) have generated cyclopean ver
sions of a wide variety of classic illusions, to see whether
the illusions would.persist when retinal preprocessing was
bypassed. Representative illusions from many classes were
chosen, induding·-those based on orientation, size, !:On
trast, perspective, figure/ground and motion. In every
case, the illustory distortion was still obtained in cyclopean
presentation, suggesting the psychoanatomical interpre
tation that the illusory distortion was occurring at the level
of cyclopean processing. However, before accepting this
simple interpretation, four classes of competing explana
tions must be excluded: 

CWT
 is  



I. Cyclopean presentation does not fully exclude pre-:
cortical processing. For example, a small cyclopean image 
can only be mediated by cells with small retinal receptive 
fields, while a large-scale cyclopean image could involve 
any scale of retinal processing. Thus a cyclopean illusion 

. of size could reflect retinal processing anomalies. The 
same logic can operate for illusions of orientation, edge 
effects, etc. 

2. Similar processes occur at precortical and cyclopean
levels. The -occurrence of a cyclopean illusion does not 
exclude retinal or monocular processes as an explanation 
of non-cyclopean versions. Thus demonstrating . a cy
clopean illusion may imply multiple processing levels 
rather than localizing the illusion to a single level. 

3. The illusions are at a hypercyclopean level of form 

processing. Rather than implying interactions between 
disparity-specific neurones within the cyclopean pro
cessing level, the hypercyclopean processes of form analy
sis of a cyclopean depth image (or contrast image) may 
produce the illusion .. Orientation inhibition regardless of 
the type of contour specifying the orientation is a simple 
example. 

4. The illusions result from post-perceptual ,processes
such as l}ttention, verbal description or eye-movement 
properties. These are all insensitive as to whether the 
image is retinal or cyclopean, so the illusory distortion 
would be present for either type of stimulus. 

There is an important experiment which can add much 
weight i:o the specifically cyclopeaq location of the iliµsory 
mechanisms. It is to place the.cyclopean test and inducing 
figures in a different depth planes, and determine whether 
the strength of the illusion is affected. This operation has 
very little impact on three of competing explanations, be
cause the two-dimensional form of the cyclopean image 
profile is unaffected by this depth manipulation. A large 
effect on the cyclopean interactions is expected since the 
illusion components now stimulate different disparity
selective neurones. However, it says nothing for point 2, 
since there may still be a precyclopean explanation for 
non-cyclopean illusions. 

The result of depth segregation was to dramatically re
duce the strength of the illusion in many cases for which it 
has been tried CTulesz, 1971). Before accepting the cy
clopean explanation (interactions between disparity detec
tors), we must first consider a hypercyclopean explanation 
for the reduction in illusion strength. Consider the case of 
the cyclopean Poggendorf illusion. The hypercyclopean 
explanation is that the depth segregation allows a three
dimensional interpretation of the figure more directly as a 
rectangle lying on top of an oblique bar. The extra 
weighting for this interpretation might then favour the 
perception of continuity of the bar under the rectangle, 
abolishing the illusory shift. . 

The effect of three-dimensional interpretation can be 
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testing by generating a depth-segregated version of the 
illusion which does not permit such-an interpretation. A 
simple example in relation to the cyclopean Poggendorf 
illusion would be by moving the oblique bars in front of 
the rectangle, rather than behind, when completion across 
the space of the rectangle would be violating the disparity 
information. (An approximation . to this �timulus is 
obtamed by fusing' Julesz' illusion demonstrations in un
crossed rather than crossed fashion.) Thus the 'depth seg
regation manipulation allows localization of the site of the 
illusory interactions within the cyclopean level of pro
cessing, since both earlier and later processed could then 
be logically excluded. However, such experiments have 
yet to be rigorously performed, so the partitioning of illu
sion components into their psychoanatomical sites of 
operation remains a topic for future research. 

Conclusion, 

The picture that emerges from this survey of cyclopean 
phenomena is of a rich world of interactive layers of pro
cessing fot depth. Why should the brain have evolved such 
an elaborate repertoire of processing capability for a world 
that only exists in the circuitry of computers? The answer, 
I think, lies in a return to the original, cyclopean concept -
Ames' leaf room. Leaves are not just a convenient way of 
masking contours, they were a ubiquitous presence in the 
world in which· the visual system evolved. And they 
masked contours of great· importance to the denizens of 
that world. When primates first adopted an arboreal habi
tat, they were faced with the task of locomotion through a 
three-dimensional realm of branches heavily masked by a 
veil of leaves. The stakes for disambiguating the true dis
tances from tree to tree were high; the price of failure was 
to drop many metres onto a ground inhabited by carnivor
ous beasts. Thus the evolutionary pressure to develop ef
fective depth perception in this random-leaf world was at a 
high level. 

It is this evolutionary view of the arboreal requirements 
for cyclopean perception that can explain the sophisti
cation of the neural mechanisms devoted to the task. This 
view gives extra motivation to the study of what might 
otherwise be merely a scientific curiosity. The wealth of 

. processing strategies which are being uncovered, from dis
parity conjugacy to hypercyclop�n object constancy, may 
further serve as a model for interactive, serial-parallel or
ganizatiol} for processing of other sensory and• cognitive 
attributes. 
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